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ESCONDIDO POLICE DEPARTMENT 
EVIDENCE REPORT 

C:lSC #98-0 J J 96 

On 1121/98, nt approxim:HC!Iy OSOO hrs, Sgt. K. Pt>lter #86, advised me of a 
homicide th:;tt hnd occurred at 24940 Valley Center Rd. Sgt. Potter assignc:d CSO 
L. Field #854 and I to collect t:videncc. 

We arrived at the crime scene at approl<imately 0840-hrs. Alrendy on scene 
were Officer S. Skuba, who was providing scene security and maintaining the 
crime scene log, Sgt. P. Anderson, Detective M. Wrisley, Sgt. K. Potter, Detective 
B. Sweeney and Lt. R. Bass. We were briefed by Lt. Bass, who advised us that n 
female juvenile had been found dead that morning by her family members. 

· Parame<lics had already been on scene. The famiJy members had been removed 
.from the scene and· taken to the police department He said the victim apparently 
had. stabbing type injuries. Detective R. Claytor was assigned the case and was 
obtaining a search warrant for the residence. · 

CRIME SCENE 

The crime scene is a single-family residence situated on the west side of 
Valley Center Rd. A wide paved drive leads west from the roadway 224 feet up an 
incline. From there, a nanow paved driveway extends north 384 feet to the 
residence. There is a chain link gate at the base of the narrow driveway, which 
was open upon our arrival. The driveway ends at a paved P.arking area. The house 
is obscured from Valley Center Road and from other houses.by heavy vegetation 

. on aU sides and by a natural hill banier on the west. The house is a yellow stucco, 
one story residence with dark wood trim and a red rock roof. 

SEARCH WARRANT 

Detective Claytor · arrived and s:etved the search warrant -at 1155 hrs. 
Officer S. Christensen videotaped the crime scene. CSO Field took measurements 
of the exterior of the building and drew a sketch. I took overall photos of the 
interior and exterior of the residence and surrounding area and made the following 
observations: 

SOUTH SlOE 
In the southeast corner of the yard w~ a sh!!d with a stack of vchidc tires 

on the east and trash on the west PCJrkeu north of th(! shcd was a blue Toyota 
.Celica CA120GP968, which app~:arctJ lo be non-<1pcr~ttionaL Jusr north of lhc 
Toyota was a blue :m<.l white swing :;ct. Parked directly in front of !he g~•ragc arc:.1 

of the house were a while Houda ~cdan CA/3DAE939 and a tan Chevrolet Biazcr 
CN3TZMJg7. The wondcn g;tr;tgc tl<l<lr was dnscd and haJ :\ Mastc:rlock 
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attached to a sliding boll. Th~! boll. however, did not appc~r to be .slid into the 
wood frame. Red concrete blccks ti:Hmcd · n walkway to ~n entrtlTlCC on the 
southwest comer of the houst:. Tit is t!lltr:mcc consisted of n ·screen door as well as ·· 
a wooden door wilh a locks\!t and d!!~dbolt. This door had four t;lass ponds on the 
upper halt: ali of whidl were int~ct. This entmn~e hztd bet:n used by police and 
fire dcp:mment pt:rsonnd rcspondin~ to th~ scent: and was open upon my arrival. 
1 noticed floodlights attached to the southwest eve of the house were on. 

WESTSIDE 
A wheelbarrow- containing yard tools was . parked in the .. dirt of the -

southwest yaTd area. A clothesline had been erected south of a covered patio area . 
On the concrete patio were a BBQ grill. miscellaneous frui1, leaves, trash, a mop 
bucket and a plastic chair. A concrete walkway extended from the patio north 
along the west side of the house. Along the wall from south to north, I noted the 
condition of the various doors nnd windows. There was a sliding glass door from 
the kitchen area The.screen for the door was open halfway and the glass door was 
cloSed but Ut"llocked. The vertical blinds were pulled halfway open. There was a 
single lighr bulb (n.tmed off) attached to the wall next to this door. The kitchen 
window above the sink was dosed and secured. The screen for this window was 
open to the middle. There "'ere no blinds on this window and I could see items 
sitting on the interior windowsilL Attached to the exterior wall, under the kitchen 
window. was a sbelf on which were a plastic bucket and several pieces · of fruit. 
None of these items appeared to have been disturbed. The sliding glass door to the 
formal dining room was closed and ~ecured although the screen was slightly 
opened. The vertical blinds were drawn- closed. There was a single light bulb 
(turned ofi) in a glass cover next to· this door. The southwest bedroom window 
was closed. but not secured.· A cable leading from the outside into the bottom left 
comer of the window prevented the window fr.om being completely secured. The 
window screen was'in place but was pulled out slightly at the bottom .left corner to 
allow for the cable. There were white curtains, drawn to either side of this window. 
T he small bathroom window was closed and secured and was made of textured 
glass to make it difficult to see ~ough. I could s~e, however. that there were 
bottles on the .interior windowsill. The.northwest bedroom. window was.closed.and 
secured. The vertical blinds WCIC closed but one panel was broken off. At the 
northwest corner of the house was an aluminum ladder that was propped against 
the house from a dirt area to the Too f. 

NORTHSIDE 
On the north side of the building was a swimming pool and patio aren. On 

the!' patio was a white plastic table with an umbretla and three plastic chairs. The 
swimming pool \vas tilled with dirty water ami some -plant <.febris: The · sliding~ 

glass door from the northwest bedroom was closed but unlocked and the screen 
was partially opcm:d. The vertical blinds were dnscd. There w·.1s a singk li~lit 
bulb (turned oil) next l<) the clol)r. At the nurthc~tsl comer of the building w"s a 
pik ofmisccll:mcous my:; ami poulcquiptm:nt. 
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EASTSUlE 
Th\!rc was a cuncn.:tc w~llkw~ty c~t.:ndin;; ilion::; lh~ c;~:;t :;idt: of the 

building. The northeast bcdmmn winllnw was secure :mel lhc shutters wcr¢ dosed. 
Titere w~re pktstic bottles sitting nn the windowsill which did 1101 appcm to have 
been disturbed. The bathrol)tn win~low was closc!d nnd sccur~d :11\d w.ts made:! of 
textured glass. I could st!c sever~\! ll~ms silting on lht.: interior windowsill. The 
south~t bedroom window was closet! and $t:<.:ur~ <tnd the mini-blinds were 
closed. The main entmnce consisted of doubl~ wooden doors with n single keyed 
lock set. These doors were closed Jnd secured. Tilere was a square. reccss~d light 
fixture in the entryway that· appe:ucd to have been pulled· away· from the stucco 
slightly. This light was turned on: South of the entry was a large three-pnne 
living room window. The windows were dosed and secured and the curtains were 
closed. The screen for the north pane was bent out at the left bottom comer but the 
screen was stlll in place. The garnge window was also-a·three-pane window. The 
Windo\iis were closed and secured. The blinds were pulled up a!lowing for a vjew 
of flle interior garage area. I could see a large WOlkbencb fuJI of tools directly 
under the garage windows. 

[ _later took close-up photos of all door and window locks. found no 
obvious signs of forced entry into the residence during my examination of the 
exterior. · 

LAUNDRY ROOM/BATHROOM 
Just inside the south entrance was a laundry .room connected to a small 

bathroom. The washer and dryer in the laundry room each contained 
miscellaneous clothing (Evidence Item #s 87.88). There were clothes hanging 
above the toilet. several baskets ofclothes on the floor and there was a bookcase 
with clothes and toiletry items againsr the north bathroom wall. There was a 
dust~r lying in the sink_ On the east wall was a closed door that could be opened 
only .slightly. On the other side of this door were boxes stacked nearly floor to 
ceiling in the garage. 

KITCHEN 
In th~ kitchen area. there were more baskets of dothes near the kitchen 

table. The light over the table was turned on. Against the west wall was a standing 
cupboard with n small television on top and a buffet with severn! miscellnncous 
items inside and on (hi! top. A door le:tding into the garage was dosed along thl! 
east wall. The kitchen area :-~ppcarc<.l to be fairly cle~m and neat. Thcrt= was, 
however. :1 covered pan of food ·on the stove, which W;JS turnt.>d off. There were 
nlso some dishes in thl.! sinks. · On the !it>uth kitchen counter were two c~ns of 
Coca-Colt\. CSO Ray l;~h:r du~tcd these 11n prints with negative results. 
Therefore. pholos wen: taken nf lhc cans hut they were nnl collected. On the same 
counter w~.:n; ;) (ang.crinc, •m open hottlc of pain rdicvcr ( l:.'videllce I! em 117 5) ~md 
;nt open b;~g nf thro~tt lozenges. 1\ conlll.!s..'> phon~: with red stains w:.ss lying nn the 
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southwest corner of the ~O\Itltcr (£,·id"n'"·e llc:m #7ti). There were typic.: I kitchen 
items and appliances ulong the nnrth counter. Next to a breadbox on lh~o: north 
countt!r l noticc,t a six-pi\:cc cutlery sci, t:llntaining only live knives. in a white 
woo<.lcn block (El'itlem:e lh•m #7i). 

I>INING ROOM 
The formal dining area had :1 computer desk with a computer (Evidence 

Item #7../) on the south wall. Therl! was a t>tble with four chairs in lhe middle of 
the room. On the table were several envelopes and a purse. The light above the 
table was off There was a shop v:tcuum next to l!le table ne:1r· the sliding glass 
door. The room also contained a stereo cabinet and speakers . 

LIVING ROOM 
The living room was one step down from the dining room level. ln the 

living room, were three stuffed cha.irs and a sofa. In front of the sofa was a coffee 
. table. There were lamps atop end tables at ehher end of the sofa. There were 

bfarikets and pillows on the furniture and on th~ floor in front of the television .. 
There was also a pair of black shoes next to the blankets on the floor. · The room 

-·atso.contained a fireplace with a metal screen, a television which was turned ofT, 
twc> mirrored plant stands, potted plants and a curio cabinet. The living room lights 
were off and the curtains were drawn closed. 

FORMAL ENTRY 
A railing separated ·~ .. e formal entry from the Jiving room. The light was 

turned on. The entry doors were closed and locked. There was a chain lock 
hanging unsetured on the door. Cat food and a lirterbox were on the floor. 

HALLWAY 
Looking north to the end of the hallway, I could see the tight was on. The 

hallway was clear and unobstructed. All the bedrooms as well as the east 
bathroom a.nd three closets (east, west and north) led offofthis hallway. The east 
closet door, located just north of the formal entry was closed and had no doorknob. 
The west closet door. located just north of the S<'uthwest-bedroom alcove, was 
closed. The north closet, located at the end of the hallway, consisted of a set of 
upper and lower cabinets. 

SOUTHWEST (Victim's) BEDROOM 
The victim (Photographic Evidence !Lem #/)was lying on her right side on 

the floor of this room with her head just outside th~ doorway and into the alcove 
area of the hallway. Her body was laid out in a general east-wcsr line with her 
right toot rc:;ting-against·thc southeast bctlpost of hl!r trundk bed (£videncr: /tr:m. 
#.J). Her hair was pullt.!d up anJ secured by a scnmchic. She w;,s wc:ning a red
stained T-shirt {Evidea<:e Item 1/}j) and a pair of rcd-staini!J blue jeans ( Evidt.:IK<! 
/rem #16}, which wcr~ bunoncu :md zippcd. !)he was no! We<lring any sucks or 
!ihocs. There was :1 n:\1 shirt (Hl•idcm.:<: Item It I J) ~~n the lluor next t<l her lc~s. a 
sm:k next In· h~.:r ldt fm>t (Evidence lie, II J.J) :s11J a bol>k (l~vidcmce Item 115 J} 

IJK-01 111(, 
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under her right foot. Behind her on thl! .tloor were a bra and· ~ pair of bl••ck shot!s 
(Evidence Item 1157). The trundle bed wns sci up 01long che north wall of the room. 
The bedding (£viclcnce Item #2) was crumpl~d up toward .the.bouom and north 
sides of the bed. There wcr~ three pillows at th~ hc:~d (wc:it) of the b:d. There 
was a lar!!c amount of red stains on the top two pillows and on the mnllrc..-;s :md 
bedding. - TI1ere were also red st~in mark$ and drips ~pparent on th<! bed mils. 
There were clothes. books. magazines. papt!rs, a backpack. a telephone. drinking 
glass, toi.letry items etc, on the floor (Evidence Items ils 24,25,26,27.45.-16.n.53). 
There was a fuiJ-lenglh mirror in the southwest comer (£\lidencc item #47). 
Hanging above che· mirror was netting holding several stuffed· animals·(Evidence 
Item #65). On top of a dresser along the south wall were a stereo CD player, a 
clock radio and a lamp that appeared to be the only source of light for the room 
(Evidence Item #48). The lamp was turned off. The top dresser drawer had been 
puUe~ out and was lying on the ·floor near the southeast comer of the bed 
(Evidence Item #50). The closet doors!Evidence ltemfl89) were open and rev~led 
shelves full of books, toys. games and miscellaneous it~ms (Evidence Item 
#58;61). There were clothes on the floor oflhe closet, hanging in the closef and 
hanging on one· of the closet doorknobs (Evidence !tern #60). On the west wall 
we1e several posters and two checkered flags (Evidence Item #66). On the north 
wall there .was one poster above the bed and above that, a knick-knack shelf 
holding several dolls (Evidence Item #s 66.64). As r was leaving. the room, I 
noticed a twig on th~ ground ~t the top· of the victim's head (Evidence #11). There 
was another twig oo the hallway floor in front of the southeast bedroom door 
(Evidence item #6). 

SOUTHEAST (Suspect's) BEDROOM 
There was a dresser along the north wall with the top drawer partialiy 

pulled out Tbere were papers, CO's, toys and miscellaneous· items on top of the 
dresser. Next to the d.re?ser was a desk. with-a large television on top. A knick
knack shelf holding toys and stuffed animals was attached to the north wall above 
the dresser/desk area. Along the east waJI, under the window, plastic milk crates 
were stacked containing magazines and books (Evidence item #4 /). On top of the 
crates was a Sony Playstation ·{Evidence Item -1168).· A standing floor fan was· 
against the wall between the crates and a waterbed. A shelf, which served as a 
headboard for the bed. cont::.ined a lamp, several drinking glasses (one half full of 
milk), several Coca-Cola cans, books and dozens of cards which appeared to come 
from a game of magic (Evidence Item #4/). There were two pillows ne::tr the head 
of rhe bt:d and two more near the bottom 'along with blankets Md other bedding 
{Evitll!nc:e llcm 1:67). TI1ere was a bookcase on the south wall containing books. 
games, papers and toy$ (£viclcmc:e Item ils 35.4 1). Hanging from the ceiling in 
from· of th.c ·bookcase was a light (turned off) with a wicker lampshade. On the 
!loor in front of the bot)kcase was a large box of toys. There was a chair with dirty 
dishes on il't:.\cing the end or the hcd. On the floor were more dirty dishes. clothes. 
papers. books. a h;.lckp;tck. toys. CO's and magazines (Evi.dcncc ftcm f/41 }. 
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EAST HALLWAY llATHHOOM· 
The lights were on in this bath.room. T11crc wns only a brush and a 

ceromic cat on the sink counter. t\ towel was h:m~in~ on the towd r~t~k ami n 
washcloth (Evidc1icc Item #5.>l w:ts hanging on the ou1cr :;hower door rnck . A 
green-colored hamper was against the north walL 

NORTHWEST (P:u~nt's} B£DROOM 
The northwest bedroom was the master bedroom. There was a heating dish 

on the floor facing the master bath area. Along the north wall of th~ room was a 
mirrored dresser on which were miscellaneous items and a desk lamp which wns 
on. Along the west wall was a bed with nightstands on eirher side. A purse was 
on the sourh nightstand and a telephone sat on a nightstand in the northwest comer. 
The be4 was unmade and there were .clmhes at the foot of the bed and on the floor 
on both sides of the bed (Evidence Item # 32,33). Another dresser sto.od in the 
north~t comer of the room with a small teleVision and knick-knacks on the top. 
The closet doors were closed. The master· bath consisted of cupboards·aJong the 
ea:st wall~ a sink and mirror along the notth wall and a separate toilet and shower 
area. There was· a towel on the floor of the bathroom (Evidence Item #38) one 
hanging over the shower stall and a washcloth hanging on the outer shower door 
rack. There was also a washcloth wrapped around the showerhead (Evidence Item 
#39}. . 

NORTHEAST (Grnndmotncr & younger daughter's) BEDROOM 
A bunkbed ran along the west wall. A vacuum cleaner sal in front of the 

closet in the northwest comer. . One closet door was partially open revealing 
clothes, boxes and miscellaneous toys inside. Two suitcases were on the floor in 
front of the closet. A desk and.chair were against the east waU, under the window. 
Books, papers, a telephone and various items were arranged on top. A dollhouse 
and several other toys, books, papers, clothes and games were. spread out on the 
floor. A small television on a wall shelf was in the southeast corner. A dresser 
with a lamp {turned oft).and r.oys on .top -was on- the south -wall along ·with·a · .. 
bookcase containing toys and books. There was also a CD player and a small 
dock on top of the bookcase. A knick-knack shelf auacbed to the south waH held 
several dolls. 

GARAGE 
The gamge was full of miscellaneous items appeari.ng to leave no room tor 

any vehicles. There wen: boxes. shelves. toolboxes. tools, worktables and 
workbenches along· all· thc ·watls and in the middtc of the floor. There were no 
boxes directly against the south g<mtge uoor but crates and a bet.! frame stood in 
tront of it. There wcr~ ~1lso several boxes stacked in the r;tftcrs ahovc the gar;tgc. 
Atklition~tlly. two cats :IIlli one dog sl:lycd in the gas~1~c. · 
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SRAJ~CH ANI> F.VIOF:NCF: COLLR<;noN.: 

Upon completion of th~ overall phl1tos. we began the prdiminmy sc>trch 
nnd evidence collection. CSO ficlu took interior measurements of the north h~1lf 
of the house to includt: the hallw:\y. bedrooms ~nd b:uhrooms. She included thl!sc 
measurements .on a sketch. CSO M:~rquez later comptet~d measureme11ts of the 
rest of the house and included them on a sketch. CSO Field assisted me with items 
of evidence in the southwest bedroom tlmt included lhe victim's body 
(Photographic Evidence Item #I). the bed (Evidence lwm #./}, a red stained T
shirt (E'IIidence /(em #3} found in the top dresser drawer that wns lying on the t1oor 
and a newspaper with red stain spots (Evidence Jtem liS) that was on the floor near 
the bed. · 

· Dr. Brian Blackboume, the San Diego County Medical Examiner and M.E . 
Investigator Ken Bell arrived on scene a1 about 1245 hrs. After CSO Fielq and I 
completed · placement measurements of the body, Dr. Blackboume began his 
examination. Also present during the examination were Criminalists Chuck 
Merritt and Anthony Or-Maria, of the ·san Diego Sheriffs Department Crime Lab. 
They arrived on scene at approximately 1200 hrs, to assist with evidence 
evaluation and collection. 

[ collected control and red stain samples from the victim's right foot 
(Evidence ltem #s 7 a&b, 8 a& b. 9 a&b). Strands of hair were found· in both of the 
victim's hands. I collected hairs from her r~ht hand, one of which was looped 
between her m!ddle and ring fingers (Evidence Item #10). I also collected 'hairs 
that were lying in the victim's left palm and on her hand (Evidence Item #1 1). 
Chuck Merritt assisted with tape lifts of the victim's-left and right arms (Evidence· 
Item #J 2 a&b ). I collected a long red shirt (Evidence hem # 13) that was lying on 
the floor 1n front of the victim's legs. I laid it out on a piece o~ but~he~ paper and 
noticed red stains and what appeared to be coagulated blood. I also .collt~cted a red 
stained sock (Evidence -Item #14) that was· on the· floor next to the victim's left 
foot. This was laid out on a separate piece of butcher paper. The victim's T-shirt 
and jeans (Evidence Item #s IS & 16) \.VCTe removed by Merrill and examined. I 
collected a hair sample from the back of the jeans (Evidt!nce l!em #17). Each 
article of clothing ~as rhen individually laid out on separate sheets of butcher 
paper. The only other article of clothing she was wearing was a pair of panties. 
The panties were left on the body. [collected n strand ofhClir that was lying on the 
victim's left abdomen (Evid<mce !rem It 18) .. Dr. Btackboumc discovcn:d 
approximately eight st~b or sh~sh typ<:. wounds . . Visible areas of. injury included 
the victim's left ear. left check, len neck~ left upper chest. right neck under the 
right car, and three. wounds to the right shoull.lcr ami upper back . 

At approximately .1550 hrs. ·Ridtard Garcia <mu Lauric McLcou ,1r l);~lbtKl 
Amhulam:c came intn the residence. They phtccd plastic h:tgs over the hands. fed 
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~nd hcnd of the victim to prc~l:!rvc l\1rthcr evidence. The body wns plm:~d into n 
body bac that wa$ thl!n 7.ippcd shut ;md sc:slcd .with M.E. l:.lg #')53315. The body 
was rc~ovcd from the hous~ ~ll ~1pproximatcly 1610 hrs. Sc\! th~ Ml!dic:~l 
Ex~mincr·s rcport ·tor further int(mn"tinn and tor mstopsy rt~sults. 

Following removal of thl! botly. Chuck Merritt and Anthm1y OI!Mari<.\ 
beg:m an I!Kamination of 1hc red stained arc:ls of the victim's room including the 
bed, bedding, w<1Us and t1oor. I assisted them in this process. We noticed only 
one spot of red stain on the west wall above the )'Vest bed roiL [ photogr3phed and 
collected a swab sample of this stain along with a control swab sample (Evidence 
Item #22 a&b). I also collected a swab sample of red stains on the baseboard of the 
east wall between the door and closet (Evidence /rem #23). On the west and east 
bed rails .. there appeared to be finger and palm ridges visible in some red stained 
areas. These were noted and later photographed (Evidence Item #s 4 a,b,c). I 
found and collected a stack of clothing from the end of-the bed (Evidenctt Item 
#19). Merritt and I then looked at each item of bedding separately. After 
insPection. the items were laid out on separate sheets of butcher paper. The 
tapestry covered and red satin covered pillows had a large amount of red stains 
(Evidence Item #2 a&b). A pillow with a rainbow-patterned case had · been 
un.demeath the other two on the bed and was not red stained. It was not collected 
as evidence at the time but was collected with other items from the bedroom later 
(Evidence Item #46). We examined a tapestry comforter and found it also was 
red-stained (Evidence Item #2 d). An examination of a flowered comforter 
(Evidence Item #2 c) reveal£~ several holes sliced into the top portion. meaning the 
area that would normally be around the head of the bed. There were also areas of 
red staining on this comforter. The blue top sheet had a large amount of red stains 
(Evidence Item #2 e). The beige fined sheet appeared to have the largest 
concentration of red stains (Evidence Item #1 j}. 1 located and collected several 
strands of hair from this sheet (Evidence Item #2 fl). See Merritt's report for 
detailed information. 

As I was involved in the above pr<lcess, CSO B. Marquez. Det. M. 
Bronson, CSO B. Ray. CSO L. Field and CSO L Martin were conducting a 
preliminary se..vch of the residence. As jtems of evtdence were discovered, they 
were noted for later collection. Prior to being collected, items were assigned 
evidence numbers and photographed. 

CSO B. Marquez arrived at approximately 1420 hrs. She rook measurements 3nd 
drew a sketch of the interior including garage. laundry/bathroom, kitchen. formal 
dining room, living room 4111d formul cntryw:1y . She also helped wlrh the initi:1J 
search of the l:mm.lry/bathroom; kilt:ht.."ll, dining · room; living room, northwest · 
b(!droom. nonhcast bl:tlmom <\nd cast tntthmum. 

Dc.:1. M. Bronsl>l\ arrivc;d ~It :1ppmxinwtdy 1-f!ll hrs. lk hdfll,:u with the initial 
search or the kumdry/hathroom. kitch..:n. dining ronm. living rntm-a. northeast 
bc.:dro~)m ~1ntl cast bathroom. 
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CSO B. Ray ~rrived at appmximatdy 1-HS hrs . She dusted th~ cxterinr dt)t)l~ ami 
windows tor latent fmgcrprints ·:lmJ lift.:d hH~o:nt prints from the WOtlllcn ·south 
cntroncc door. th~ sliding glass dll\W of the northwest bedroom and tlll.! sliding 
gl:!ss door of thl! kitchen. She and C$0 Mmin, who ;mivt:d at ~lpproxim~tcl y 

1740 hrs. also dusted the int.:rior sourh cntran.:e doors. laundry/bathroom door. 
interior garage door (along c:~st w:1U llf kitci~Ctl). the door frames of ch~ norih~ast 
and southeast bedrooms, and the interior sliding glass doors of the kitchen. dining 
room and northwest bedroorn. They were able 10 lift latt!nt prints from the interior 
of the wooden south entrance door. the door frame of the laundry/bathroom door, 
the kitchen sliding glass door. the interior garage door. the door frame between the 
kitchen and dining room, and the northwest bedroom sJjding glass door. CSO Ray 
also helped with the initial search of the laundry/bathroom, kitchen. living room, 
dining room. northeast bedroom and northwest bedroom. 

Officer S. Cluistensen processed the victim's family members and a subject named 
Richard Tuite for evidence. On 1122198, he took aerial photos of <be scene and 
surrounding area from the San Diego Sheriff~ Department ASTREA helicopter. 
See his report for further information. 

K-9 Officers Sanders, Dist.el, Kearney and Wynn along with their respective K·9's 
Maxx, Andy,-Cezar and Hero conducted a search for evidence surrounding the 
residence. Officer Wynn along with Sgt Anderson also checked the roof of the 
house. See the K·9 Officers' reports for further infonnation. 

All personnel had left the scene for the night by 2140 hrs. All doors except 
the south entrance door were Jockecl and Officer M. Sevilla remained to provide 
scene security. 

On tn2/98, at approximately 0820 h.rs, I arrived back at the scene and 
released Officer Sevilla. CSO's Ray, Martin, Field and Marquez and Detective 
Bronson rerurned to the scene to resume searching for evidence. CSO Field and I 
packaged· the items ··of evidence that had ··previously been ··taid out · for drying. 
CSO,s Ray and Martin photogrnphed and searched· the Chevrolet Blazer, then 
dusted for and lifted several Iaten£ prints. Inside the Blazer in the console area 
was a roll of duct tape which I later collected (Evidence ltem#40). CSO Marquez . 
and Det. Bronson se:trchcd the Toyota and Honda and Ray dusted them for 
fingerprints, aU with negative results. The same personnel also conducted 

preliminary searches of the aluminum shed and surroundin-g yard area :md the 
~amge. Martin found several lined n9tcbook pages with handwritten notes on toP. 
of lrash .on the west siJe.of the garage. These were later c.:oUcc.:ted (£viclence ltf!m .. 
#)()(){) !). Marquez and Oronson ulso continued ;;c~rching the northwest bedroom 
·ant! bathroom and the nnrthca::.1 bedroom . 

1\t :lpprl).)cimatl.!ly 1200 Ius. SI)SO Criminalist Anthony DeMaria along 
with SD:SO Lncnt Prim E~wmincr.\ Myrna Lerma. Stacl:y Wright ;m<.l S"m nove 
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arrived on seen<:. They procl!sscd the soulltwc:\t and southeast bedrooms and the 
doorway ar~ of th-.: northwest bedroom utilizing a fluorescent fingerprint powder 
with an alrernath'..: light Sl)urcc tn . idl!ntify latent ·prints. Prints were identiticl.!, 
numbered :md photogr~tphed by Ddvbria (Evidence lt .. ~m ff :1· li'l' A-P. 29 A, 30 II. 
0). Sec his reporr lor furll1cr inf(>nn•nion. 

At approximately 12j0 hrs. K-9 Onicers ant.! K-9s Sanders (Maxx), 
Kearney (Cezar) and Wynn (Hero) along with SDSO K-9 Officers Sandoval 
(Quno), Buenatlor {Giomo), and Tally (Gaz.nn) conducted another search of the 
area surrounding the residl!nce. During the search Officer Kearney and Cezar 
located a medium sized "'Igloo" cool«!r with a plastic tarp-like bag, red hose, can of 
lye, paper towel roll (cut in half) and a blue shop cloth inside, at a drainage tube 
which runs underneath Valley Center Rd. The cooler 01nd contents were collected 
by Det Bronson (Evidence Item # ·s 1000 A-G). Officer Kearney also locared a 
pair of dark blue socks in the avocado grove. Qet. Bronson and CSO Marquez 
responded to the area and said the socks looked like they had been there for an 
extended period of time and were therefore of no evidentiary value in this case. 
See Officers Kearney and Sanders reports for further infonnation. 

At approximately 1810 hrs, Detective-Criminalist Durgin, the Crime Lab 
Manager arrived at the seer · wi~ .Crime Lab CSO J. Berlinguette, Crime Lab 
Technjcian R Marovich and fluorescein consultant Robert Cheeseman. Detective 
Durgin was assigned the responsibility to supervise the evidence coJiection and· 
analysis. 

CSO Berlingueue a.nd Marovich conducted a preliminary search of the 
suspect's southeast bedroom. The~ found and collected a silver pocketknife 
(Evidence Item #3:/) from underneath the wat~rbed bladder. · They also found a 
stack of tabloid magazines (Evidence Item #35), which featured stories of O.J. 
Simpson's murder trial, from the bottom shelf of the bookcase. 

At approximately 1820 hrs, Criminalist Merritt returned to the scene. At 
approximately 1920 hrs, San Bernardino County Sheriffs Department Deputy
Criminalist Craig Ogino, and Forensic Specialists Jeffrey Smink and Randy 
Beasley arrived. Durgin, Merritt, Ogino, Smink and Beasley visually examined 
the victim's bedroom, her clothing and the bedding for bloodstain interpretation. 
See Merritt's report for further information. 

Upon completion of evidence collection for that night and each subsequent 
night, the house was secured and the south ~ntr::mcc door w:l$ sealed with t:videncc 
tape and photographed; .. Each morning· the tnpe was again photogr:1phcd· in-place 
prior to entering the scene. Additionally, Oflicers were a.~$ig_ncd to provide, scene 
s~curiry . 

On 1/2}/9~. ;tt approximately I 1:15 hrs, l rclllrnCtl 10 the ~ccnc. A Rytkr 
r..:ntal trm:k was brought tu I he scene hy Dct. M . R:unircz tu he used lor stnr.tg<; of 

Ill 
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evidence. E:u;h night. the truck w~\s locked <\nd seal~d with ~vidence tape in the 
same manner as the residt:ncc. 

Also on seen~ on this d~lh! were Oct. Durgin. Det. Bronson and CSO's 
Field, Berlingu~u-e. Martin and Marquez. I released the hair sample evidence 
a!Jeady collected, to Oet. Durgin who Jt.'lrWarded it to the San Diego Police 
Department Crtme Lnb tor analysis. Sci! r"'ports by Oet, Durgin and SDPD. Al 
approximately 1955 hrs. Dei. B. Sw~t!ney. Del. L Geise and CSO T. Ramirez 
arrived at the crime scene to take possession of personal property for the viclim 's 
family. After a final search by Oet. Bronson, the Chevrolet Blazer ~nd Honda 
sedan were released to Sweeney, Geise and Ramirez. Also released was a doll and 
baby blanket. A purse and contents belonging to Cheryl Crowe and another purse 
with contents and medication belonging to Judith Kennedy were released after 
CSO Marquez documented all items. The contents of the purses were funher 
photocopied at the police department. Upon release, the inventory lists were 
sign_ed by Cheryl. Crowe, Judith Kennedy and by Det. Sweeney. 

At approximately 1300 hrs, San Bernardino County Sheritrs Department 
Deputy-Criminalist Ogino. Forensic Specialists Smink and Beasley, San Diego 
County Sheriffs Department Criminalist .Merritt and fluorescein consultant 

~ -- . 
Cheeseman returned to co.:...iuc~ furt.l,er bloodstain interpretation with Detective 
Durgin. See Merritt's and Durgin's reports. . 

In th.e suspect's southeast bedroom, there was a brown-reddish stain 
(Photographic Evidence Jrem #36) on · the west wall. Smink conducted a 
presumptive blood test of the stain, which was negative. 

Det Durgin, Smink and Cheeseman p·rocessed the scene with fluorescein, 
looking for latent bloodstains. See Det. Durgin's report. 

On l /23/98 and 1/24/98, the following personnel used metal detectors to 
conduct a grid search of the area surrounding the house: Det's S. Thompson. R
Callister! D. Tulimero;R. Cirilo;P. Han, Officer's S. Walters, C. Carter and· D. 
Lafon and Sgt. D . Starr. During this search, Detective Han located one knife, 
which was collected by CSO Marquez "(ltcm #lCOOH) . 

Over the same time period, CSO's Marquez. Field. and Martin, Oct. 
Bronson and f conducted searches of all areas inside the house including the attic. 
During a search of the parent's northwest bedroom. Oet Bronson discovered rhe 
top cabinet door of the b:nhr(IOm closet was locked. He was able to remove the 
door compktely to gain cnlry to the cabin~t. · . ·Inside he l{)und·· narcotics · 
pamphcmalia and a white powdery substance. He calkd in Oct. Tulimero for 
nssistancc and collected the above listed items {Hvicfcnce lrt:m 1137). Additionally. 
CSO M<.~rqucz disctwcrcd a white p<lwdcry !>Uhswncc in a sm;tll glass vial inside a 
purs..: that was loc~ttcd on a nighlstand in the same bcdnH)Ill. At tlu.; tim~. :;hc w~1s 
documenting the invcmory or the purse and t:ontcnls so thai it could he rdc~tscd to 

II 
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the owner. Cheryl Crowe. This vial was inchJdcd under Evic.kncc Item 1137. CSO 
Marquez later found ;~ pad of handwriltttn notes. which appc:1rcd to refer hl a 
narcotics trnnsaction. in a drl!sscr drawer of the same bedroom. This, too. was 
collected as evidence (Evidencl! Item 11203). See report by Oct. Tulimcro l(>r 
further inforrnution. · 

Other items collecred from the parent's bedroom included a bns of trnsh 
from a trashcan just inside the balhroom door. Inside the trash bng was a piece of 
duct tape with whar appeared to be red-stained gauze or ti~sue folded inside 
(Evidence Item #31 a&:.b). A leatherman's Tool in a "Marlboro Country Store'l 
sheath (Evidence Item #12) was recovered from the floor near the southeast corner 
of the bed .. · A blue striped shirt with a brownish-red stain (Evidence /lcm #33) was 
collected from the floor at the northeast comer of the bed. A towel was t<1ken from 
the bathroom floor (Evidence ltem #38} and a washcloth that had been wrapped 
around the showerhead was ·coHected (Evidence Item #39). Note: a handgun that 
was foWld in the locked cabinet was initially photographe~ with Item #39. The 

· handgun was not collected as evidence and the #39 was assigned to the washcloth .. 

After bloodstain inspection and fluorescein processing, DeL Bronson and [ 
emptied the victim's bedroom of its contents. AU items from the room were 
gathered. numbered and collected. We found the words "kill kill" handwritten-on .· 
the windowsill in ~is room. 1 assigned this Evidence /1em #59 and look photos 
only.. In addition to items pre.viously listed, the following items were collected 
from this room: curtains with red St?ins (Evidence Item #20}, drinking glass, 
telephone, plastic cup and soda can (Evidence ltem #s 24, 25, 26,27), aU of which 
were lying on the floor near the victim's bed, miscellaneous papers with red stains 
(Evidence Item #4J), miscellaneous clothes, papers, toiletries, etc from the floor 
(Evidence Item #s 46. 52. 53.57}>· a full length mirror (Evidence Item #47), the 
dresser with three !ower drawers and contents (Evidence item #49 a.b.c), clock, 
CD player, lamp and cassette ~ape from on lop of the dresser (Evidence Item · lt48), 
top dresser drawer and conten~ (Evidence Item #50), book that had been on the 
floor under the victim's foot (Evidence flem #51), shoe rack and shoes that were 
hanging on the north wall behind the door (Evidence Item #5-I), closet shelves and 
miscellaneous ~lothes, toys, games, papers, etc .• from closet (Evidence Item #s 58. 
60, 61}, plastic clothing bag with a red stain from the closet floor aren (Evidence 
!Ie!J1 #63), shelf with dolls from· the north wall (Evidence llem #64), stuffed 
animals and netting from the southwest corner walls (Evidence Item #65). 
posters/flags from walls (Eviclenc~ Item #66) and the entire carpet from the room 
(Evidence Item #,<;2). 

The cn1irc hal·lway carpet was also· removed and colk-ctcd as evidence 
(£vitlr:JJCI! Item 'ill/ .f). The twigs fronr in front of the southeast and southwest ·· 
I:X.'t.lrooms had h~cn colkctcu earlier {Evidence Item llx 6. 2/). CSO J. lkrling•tcttc 
spr.1ycd the h;~llway akovl! w~tlls and adjoining wall sections with a ch<!mical 
~>~lied Ninhydrin. wh;,;h m~1kt:$ btcnt fingerprints visible. Ninhydrin wkcs timl! to 
dcvd,lp :m nothing further w:t.-; ~tdn\! with thl! w~1lls until lf.!ll/91<. 
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CSO Fidd and I search~<! the suspect's southeast bedroom. Lntcr 
Detectives Thompson. Tulimcro ami C;\llistcr. S~t. Starr :md Otlic~r Carter 
completely emptied the soudlt:ast bedroom <~nd again searched its contents. CSO 
Field and 1 coli cered I he bedt1ing ( Evidc:rr<.'f! //em llf,i). and all clothing. from th(! 
room, most of which was black (E'-·idence llr:m Jls 69 a& h. 70 a&h. 71 c1&b). We 
found and collected severnt gomes and COs, along with books. m:~gazint!s. papers 
and catalogs. many referencing computer or Sony Playstation games (Evidence 
llem #41). We--collected a Sony Playstation with a '1'omb ~ider" CD inside 
(Evidence llem #68). We found and coll~cted a mask commonly known as a 
"Scream" mask, in reference to th~ movi~ by the same name (Evitlence /rem #42). 
We took drawings (themes tended toward medieval scenes, swords and sexual 
situations) and handwritten papers (Evidence Item #s 41, 72). Included with the 
papers was a sexual haras$11lent booklet containing handwritten sexual dialogue 
and comments. The carpet was removed· and taken as evidence (Evidence Item 
#83); Items not collected as evidence were returned to the bedroom (some items 
were boxed for moving pUIJ>Oses). 

.The above persoiiDel also ~sisted in n:moving all items from the garage 
and again searching through the contents. ltems not taken as evjdencc were 
returned to the garage. I coUerted a roll of duct tape fi·om a woodworking stand in 
the middle of the g~ge (Evidence Item #43). A paper towel with red stains on it 
was collected from on top of a bed frame just south of the woodworking stand 
(Evidence Item #44). The personnel conducting the ·search located several knives 
throughout the garage. All knives had been moved from their original location 
prior to collection and were photographed in the general area of discovery. Five 
were found in a wooden box atop a saw table in the northeast corner of the garage 
(Evidence Item #62 a). In the same comer was a red tool box wnere another five 
knives were found (Evidence Item #62 b). Two knives were fcland in drawers of 
the workbench that was along the east wall. One knife was in the middle drawer at 
the south end {Evidence Item #62 c) and the other knife along with an empty black 
"Falcon" sheath was found in the drawer at the north end (Evidence Item #62 d). 
Two pocketknives and several miscellaneous razor blades were found in a small 
wooden box on a rolting shelf cabinet against the east waU {Evidence lfem #62 e). 
A pair of black jeans that was found inside one of the boxes in the southwt:sr 
comer of the garage was also taken (Evidence ltem #85). This item was placed in 
a paper bag by CSO Marquez and was not photographed in its origin~llocation. 

Detectives CaUister, Tulimero. Thompson and Onicer Carter also moved 
all furniture nnd searched the living room for evidence. The only item I collected 
from this room was a tamily photograph from the west wall (EvidenL·e lll!m #7 J). 

Callister, Tulimcro and C:utcr along wi1h CSO's Martin ~md ~·l~rqucz alsn 
moved furniture <1ml searched the dining romn again. A C\)mputcr was on <I desk 
against the south wall of this room. 1 took a photu of the screen saver depicting. 
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three swords. I tht!n collcctt:d the computer CPU and several computer disks and 
manuals that wen: found in the. desk { Evicflmce Item l#s. 7-1 u.b ). 

CSO's M;trqu~z amll\lbrtin sl!archai the e:lS?. hallway batllroom. A green 
washcloth was colktled (Evid::ncc Item #55). h had originally been hanging on 
the show~r door handle but had been moved to the sink counter prior to collection. 
Del. Dur•Jin collected a swab sample from the bathroom sink (Evidence ltl!m tt-56). 
In addition, a pair of girl's purple ''Trend Basics" shoes wiUl brownish-red stains 
was collected from the otherwise empty clothes hamper. These shoes were tested 
for blood by Det Durgin on 1/26/98 using n Phenolphthalein test and they tested 
oegative,(Evidence Item #97) . 

Marquez and Martin also searched the fonnal enUyway but nothing was 
collected from that area. · 

The kitchen was searched by CSO's Marquez and M~in and again by 
CSO Field and myself. A game called "Night of the Vampire, was found by C~O 
Marqu~ in' the left shelf of the kitchen~buffet (Evidence /tem-#81). The Coca-Cola . 
cans· that were on the south kitchen counter had previously been dusted for prints 
by CSO Ray with-negative results and were not collected. I collected a Von's Pain 
Reliever bottle from the same c -·mter (Evidence .Item #75). There were 16 tablets 
in the 24-<ount bottle. I also took the c.ordless telephone from the southeast comer 
of the coWlter (Evidence Item· #76). Five knives, in a six-slotted wooden block 
stand, were collected from the north counter (Evidence Item #77). One knife was 
missing from the block. Five knives of various sizes and shapes were tak~n from 
the west drawer of the north kitchen counter (Evidence Item #78). The east drawer 
of the same counter contained twenty-three assoned knives. one empty black 
plastic sheath and misceilaneous utensils. The entjie drawer was taken (Evidence 
item #79). CSO Marquez located a small pocketknife."RCMP CANADA .. in the 
cupboard above the refrigerator (Evidence Item #80). 

CSO's Martin and Marquez searched the laundry room/bathroom agrun. I 
collected black shirts that had been h:mging in the bathroom and a white T -shirt 
with brownish-red stains from a clothesbaskel (Evidence Item #86 a. b). In 
addition, I collected all ·of the clothing fo'und in the dryer and washer (Evidence 
llem tis 87, 88). 

No evidence collection took place on 1125/98, however. Oct Durgin w~s 
present on scene to tend to th~ animals locked in the garage. I began evidence 
collection again on 1/26/98 with thl! following personnel assisting: CSO's 
Marquez, Fidd, Martin. Bl!rlingucttc and Ray, Oct.'s Tulimcro~ Callister, Bronson, · 
Durgin and Cirilo, Lt. ll;lss :md Sgt. Pollt:r. 

The uckctivcs emptied the nonhwcst and nurthcasl bedrooms ant! again 
scan:llctl all cnntcnts. Items not t:tkcn l~)r cvid~:ncc were returned to each mnm, 
The only item I cnlltXh.:d was >\ pair of white~ :>izc 5 Vz • .. Brill G~ar .. !ennis !)hn~ 
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with brownish·rcd stains that h:ul orit;inally been under l.he southeast cortlt!l' of the 
bed (Evidence llcm. #9.J). The shoes hnd .been movt.'ti. by rx:rsonnel searching .the 
room and were not photogrnphcd in tht:ir origln.'ll location. Detective Durgin 
tested these shoes for blood using a Phenolphth•1lein test ond lh(y tested nt!gative. 

CSO's Martin, Ray and Marquez conducted st!::m:hes of the three hallw:1y 
doselS, removing all items. Items not collected as evidence were returned to the 
closels. From the bottom of rhe west hallway closet, a pnir of black. size 8. 
.. Original Rugged Outback" tennis shoes were taken (Evidence Item 1195}. A box 
of miscellaneous games al1>ng with drawings of swords signed by Michael Crowe 
was collected from the east hallway closet (Evidence Item #98). Another pair of 
black, size 8 Yz, "original Rugged Outback" tennis shoes was collected from the 
lower cabinet of the north hallway closet (Evidence Item ##96). A box of 
miscellaneous papers, books and school certificates and awards was also taken 
from the north hallway cl~set (Evidence Item #99). · 

Detectives Bronson, Tulimero, Cirilo and Callister returned to the 
aluminum shed.outside, emptied· it and searched its contents. No items of evidence 
were discovered. 

Escondido Firefigbtets .J . Lampe, P. Montgomery and M. Diaz_were also . 
011 scene.on lfl6/98. Tcgether with CSO~s Berlinguette and Martin and Det. 
Durgin, they assisted in remo' ·,g sections of the north and south alcove hallway 
walls in front of the victim's bedroom- Evidence oflatent prints was revealed 
after the walls were sprayed with Ninhydrin on 1/24/98, and the sections were 
taken for further analysis (Evidence Item #s 92.91)_ A small section of tile east 
hallway wal~ with a portion of doorframe from the southeast bedroom, was also 
collected due to evidence of latent prints (Evidence Item #191). Photos were taken 
of the walls after the sections were removed_ Also collected for further analysis 
were the southwest bedroom closet doors (Evidence Item #89 a,b) as well as the 
bedroom door and accompanyingframe (Evidence Item #90a.b). 

All evidence that had been collected at the scene and stored was taken from 
the scene in the Ryder truck and brought to the Escondido Police Department on 
the night of 1126/98. The Ryder truck was parked in the north parking lot. and was 
locked and sealed. as it had been every night. On 1/27/98, cso·s Marquez., Field, 
Ray and myself unloaded and again inventoried the items of evidence 
documenting the list on EPD· property tag If 1192.96. The inventoried items were 
then reloaded into the Ryder truck. which was again locked and sealed. The 
evidcnet: was unloaded again on !/2&/9&, and impounde.d into the custody of EPD 
Crim(! Lilb personnel 0\!t Durgin and CSO llcrlingueue_ AU items of evidence 
were impounded on· tag ·# 119296 except ·the white powdery subst3nces der,riled in 
Dt:t Tulimcro's report. That was impounded separately on ttg #119378_ 

~. · Sgt. P()tl<;r, Oclcctivcs Cirilo, Bronson, Tulimcro, Callt!itcr. Gay and 
) J>rovost and Oniccr Rudi:;cll n:lllmeu to the crime scene on l/27/9&, to complete. a 
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brrid s~rch of the areas surrounding the house. See repon by Sgt. Pouer tor 
further information. 

Escondido City BuildiJlg Maintcmmce personnel J. Dunnway. T. 
Burlington and G. Meese r<!spondcd lo dean up and dispose of the remaining 
drywall and complete framing in tht: rueas where wall sections were taken. 

The fono .. .,ins Escondido City Waste Management and plumbing personnel 
responded to check the septic system: J. McCoy. R. Ugbtholdcr, F. ~nde~on. J. 
Vaughn. L Bishop, E. Vitlabos and T. Anderson. After failing to find the septic 
tank cover, they removed rwo toHet.s in order ro check lhe lines to the septic tank 
using a lateral camera. L. Bishop prepared a diagram showing the areas checked 
with the camera. · 

On -1128/98, Sgt. Potter returned to the scene with ~SO Ray, Detective 
Naranjo and Officer Rudisell. They again checked areas of the embankment west 
of the house. They also took photos of the grids prior to removing the grid tape. 
City .Plumber R. Ligbtholder also returned to fix one of the toilets. which .needed a 
new seal. Sgt. Potter took exit photos of the scene and again sealed the south door 
with evidence tape. 

Detective Claytor reltased the scene to the victim's family on tn9/98. 

See evidence list for measurement details. 

?11·01 1% 16 • 

Respectfully submitted, .a; ;~ / 
y~d~~o 

Portia L. .Nowak, CSO JJI 
Investigations Division 
Escondido Police Department 
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Supt,lcmcnt:tl ncport 

C:tsc # 98-0I 'JC)(I .. 
2/1 7/98 

During the se;~rch of thl! crime scene. several items wcre.collccred 10 be analyzed lor cvidcnti:Jry 
v;,luc. The following is a list, by C3tegory. of some of the g:unes. person;1l writings, dr.lwings, books. 
pamphlciS, m<lsozines, posters, videot:~pcs. :md schoolwork colkctcd. Most of the items we-e found in 
Michael Crowe's bedroom. A few. collccced from other areas of tile house. either have his n:~me <~nached 
or apl)Car to be rdated ro him because of similar h:mdwriting or dmwing styles. 

These items are referenced under the following Evidence Item It's: 35, 4 J, 72, g I, 98. 99 • 

Writings 

• D~criplive poem ofMichoel Crowe 
• Chapter 3 ..• Odin of Bane, The Gatekeeper 
• Laws of Combat 

•• (Family Tree) Grand Lord Master 
• Description of his «perfect world" 
• Mystic connections word definitions 
• Descriptive poem of Josh Treadway 
• Paragraph on power and control (crush l'l!aim slaughter hate demons within fighting for 

power ... ) 
• Flowchart?? Showing boxes with various property inside including handcuffs, shotgun, phone 
~~ . 

• School worksheet "Developing a Healthy Personality" describes thoughts and feelings 
• School play "A King and His Son" . 
• Story written by Crowe ar Houser in Hidden Vallev Raider Review, Spring '97, entitled 

"Legend of the Red Dragon". Also contains story by Treadway entitled' "Rilto" 

Or:awinos 

• Three pages of symbols wirtt 01ptions "Killed by Ally" -all creation, anger, sadness (game 
info?} 

• Computer generated images of"Lara" character from Tomb Raider II 
• Two swords drawn on back of school handoul 
• Swords drawn on.dividers in school :lOtebcC'k 
• · Handmade flip-book on note pad "Dark Fire" shows action pictures and words : sword. axe. 

shield. helmec · 
• Poster sized pencil drawing "Castle of Dark Fire" 
• fourteen drawin~s with sword/castle themes 
• Six drawings of nude fem:~les, some depicting sex acts 
• Drawing of male with large sword, looks like JT initials at bouom 

Two drawin~s of Ollin of B;mc 
Crc:tturc rcscmhlin~ the charucscr from the movie" Alien" 

• Geometric sh<~pcs (an cia~?) 
• Si:~ :>upcrlu.:ro typt: t:h:.u:u:tcn; male: :md fcmak {<lne labct.:d Tr~al.lway) 
• Ora wing of swm\ls with symbols l;,l>clt.:ll dc:tth. pestilc:nec:, tamine and war 
• llanc.hmttlc! booklet- h!:u)k c:xccpt tifk p:~gc shnwing wh<lt Iouks likr:: a tlu!lg<.:<lll stnirc::1sl!

cntirt..:J .. l)ungcuas and Dragons" "M;my have entered O<lll<! h;wc-ll!fl alive" 
• ·nucc sw<trds. s1111 :end munn 

CSO 1'. N.nv.tk ll:l'l() 
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Bo:o. only f\)r Sp.:llbn:ak.:r 

• White notebook-with ilpprox. 60 Nintl!u<.lo cards 
• Brown notc~'l(lk with np(lro~ . 70 l·k :1vy metal b:u1d tanls 
• Nintcodo: Or.t:;on Power. Kabuki Qu:~ntum Fi£hler, Trojan. Section Z. Ml'g:l Man, 

Gyromite, G:mnclct. The Gu::~rdian L~:l!~nd. Double Oro~on, Castlcvnnia. Top Sctr~l Episode 
Golgo 13 

• Night oft he V~mpire bos game 

• Game piece. Bbck box with knight tigure on top containing ivory piece with pictures on e:~cb 
side- sword. gloves, cross, shield 

• Approx. 700 cards from Oeckmasr(r .. M3gic. rhe G<llhering"· 
• Sega CD -Night Trap 
• Playstarion .games: Underground #s 1.2,3,4, Nightmare Creatures, Final f'anl;)sy Vll, Tomb 

~ider H, Duke Nultem. 
• Game cards with character descriptions- Dungeons and Dragons? 
• Approx. 150 Valiant Mage cards 
• Approx. 2S misc. cards (Jurassic Parle. Star Wars etc) 
• Approx. I 0 Ultimate Fantasy cards of nude females 

Magazines 

• Thirteen tabloid magazines-"Globe" Aug.·Oct '95, "National Enquirer'_' Sept-Qct '95, "Srar'' 
Oct_ '95, "Narional Examiners .. Sept.-Oct. '95 

• Approx. 20 magazines commonly regarded~ women • s magazines- For Women First, 
Journal, Redbook, Cosmopolitaro, ladies Home Journal 

• Approx. 20 Nature type m:· .,JZines- ConUtct, Ranger Rick, etc 
• Appcox. 35 Kid's magazines- Disney Adventure, Highlights, Nic\:elodeon, etc 
• Approx. 8 "True Story" magazines- scme bad pictures from ads (breast augmentation) cui 

out 
• Approlt. 5 misc.- Dirt Rider, four Wheeler, Popular Photography 
• Approx. 100 Video game catalogues and magazines 
• Approx. 80 pages tom out of magazines with pietures of nude women and sexually explicit 

advenising 

Books!Pamoblets 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

"Sexual Harassment is No Joke" booklet containing handWritten sexual. dialo~ue and 
comments 
Dungeons and Drngons: Curse ofthe Azure Bonds, Karomeikos- Kingdom of Adventure, 
Pool of Radiance. Hillsfar 
King Quest IV 
Str.1nge Stories of the SupemoturaJ 
Sorcery 
Zombies 
Knights of the Round T<~ble 
Tomb Raid<!t' .II str:ttcgy guide 
Advcnlurcs of MJ.x rar.1day. 
EGM slrnlcgy guide 
Vampire 

Approx. 1:! comic ~ltlks : Oi11inc Right. Sll~-1-!ulk. Dusk - P.L. 11tc lnv:t{l..:rs. T3lllm~m. Jus! in~ 
Society, Comic Shup News 
Scvcr.ll g:unc manuals and book h:ls fur cumputL7 

Nigl11fri~h1s Scary Srucics 1.)( ··o945 
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• You Be lhl! Jury 

Approx. 4 "Masters of the Universe" books 
• "The Fishers" nalurc book 

Oc::~vis ;mJ llunhc.'\u "Ensuclopt:t.liOI'' 

• DARE Amcric:t W<\rl.:hool: for Mich:~el Cmwe contains df3wings or ~uns 0\nd violtJlCI! 
• Keyoo:~rding worksheet d<~ted l0/24/97 wi<h nolalions (from teachet1) "'Mike, l know you can 

do more of this. Mike, how are you?Comt:t.alk.lO me if you want." 
SpeJling :md sentences w<~ri:sheets- one wilh "Dark Mist" lilted in a section for code name 

Misr::cll:tneom · 

• 2 videotapes: Both containing ~ovies which appear to have been taped off the TV (Donner 
Pass, Hardbodies, Joy Sticks) Note: Did not view tapes in their entirety 

• Approx. S posters of video game character;s 
·• Cutout of main character from Final Fantasy VII · 
• 2map posters (Dungeons and Dragons?) 

2 Sega game cases - Wonder Bpy in Monster World, 3 Ninjas Kick Bac:k 

CSO I' Now;tl.: Ill\•)() 3 
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ESCONDIDO POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Follow-Up Investigation 

PC 187- Murder 01-21-98.0639 hours 98-01196 
Type or Ini:idt:nt D:ate, Time Occ:urrt:d C~Number 

i\! Ann Crowe DOB 04-12-85 24940V 
Address 

Detective Barry Sweeney/#63 
lnnstigator!ID Dak This Report 

Category/ Amount Conclusion 

INTERVIEW WITH STEPHEN (STEVE) GERALD CROWE 

On 01-21-98 at app~xif!lateiY. 1'335 r.~urs. I inrerviewed Stephen Crowe at the Escondido Police 
Department. :'fhe · int~rview - was completely audio- . and video- tape recorded. For complete 
information as to the interview. please see the arrached video cassette tape. 

Jn essence, during the interview. Steve Crowe said that on·OJ -20-98 he went to work as usual .at 
Rose Auto Body and returned-home .at approximately. 5:20p.m, ·· Steve-said thaf .. dinner was 
ready, i( was Hamburger Helper, prob~bly fixt!d by rhe gr..mdmother, Judith Kennedy. Steve said 
lhar while he was eating dinner, Stepflunie c.ame over to him and had a broken pencil (two 
piece'>} ~mu h~u one in c:1ch ear and sasd. look Dau. Steve Crowe said that he told her to gel 
them out of her ears: Steve said that after dinner Stcph:mie was doing homework in the living 

_,_ 
00021.5 
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mom o:and there was a liule bit ot' arsuing h\!tween Shannon :md Stcph;mie iu rc.:g~trd to wh:u 
channels to watch· on TV. 

; 
·' Steve said thac·he·.went inro the bedroom ·and fell .asleep cro~sways on the bed at approxim<ttcly 

8 p.m. Steve was watching TV in his bedroom prior to f<tlling asleep. Steve said th:tt probably 
ar~und 10 p.m., although not sure about the time, he woke up anrlthen got into b·~d in a qorm:tl 
direction. Steve said th:u that was the la.-;t thing that he remembered . 

Steve said that all of a sudden, Cheryl's mom (Judith Kennedy) was yelling in the hallw:ly :md 
said that Stephanie was matted with blood. Steve said he got up and put on a red robe and 
Levi's. Steve said that they ran in there and he saw Stephanie and immediately st:med yelling for 
people to call 9-1-l. Steve said that he went inco St~phanie's room to use Stephanie's phone, 
however, he couldn't turn it on. Steve said that he then tried to pick up Stephanie~ but she was 
extremely cold :lnd stiff and he was unable to pick her up. Steve said that, although from what 
he saw in the bedroom, he was surprised that he didn't he<lr anything during the night Steve said 
that after calling 9-l - l for the paramedics, he ran our the door closest to the garage <JT the laundry 
room ·to get to the street because he didn't want the paramedics to pass up the driveway. Steve 

_ said that as he ran out the laundry room door. which would be the south door next to the laundry 
room , he srud mat he grabbed the handle and tried to open ir. but it wouldn't open. Steve said 
that the deadbolt was in place on the door. Steve said that he unlocked the deadbolt and ran out 
to the street to greet the paramedics. Steve said that the paramedics came in and he came in with 
them. Steve said that the paramedics went over and looked at S tephanie and said that there was 
norhing they could do. Steve said he overheard one of the paramedics say that there were signs · 
of trauma or possibly that maybe sc.meone had broken into the house. Steve said that he then ran 
to the slider in the dining room, unlock J it and went out a couple of feet just to see the window 
in Stephanie's room to see if it was broken, however, it was fine. Steve then went back into the 
hallway area. Steve said that when he st11rted to waJk back in through the slider that 
approximately at that time the police h;J.d arrived and they herded everybody into lhe Jiving 
room. Steve said he didn't see Stephanie again. 

I asked Steve in reference . to the laundry room and.the rest of the doors 1o the house. Steve said 
that normally Granny (Judith Kennedy} goes around prior to going to bed and checks to make 
sure that all the doors are locked. Steve said he was surprised thar rbe laundry room door 
dead bolt was locked, because he couldn't get out when he ran ro the paramedics. Steve said that 
he knows rhat rhe sliding door was locked because he specifically remembers unlocking it before 
going out to check to see if Stephanie's window had been broken. 

I then asked Steve about the relationships among family members. Steve said that be has been 
married to Cheryl for approximately 14 or !5 years and that they've basically been together since 
about nimh or tenth grade in high schooL Steve said that aH of the kids <.~r~ natural to him and 
Cheryl and that there had been no problems with the kids. Sreve said that C heryl's mom (Jud ith 
Kl!nnedy) h~ts been visiling since about the week before Christmas and that she was scheduled to 
go b<.~ck pretty soon. -Steve said that Cheryl's bro1her (Mike Kennedy). works at Airborn~ Express 
and is also a·bounccr~n -:he Ice House in ·Escontlido. Steve-said that-Mike· Kennedy is a lillie .. 
s low :.and he w~1sn'1 sure if Mike Kennedy h;.ad a key £u the residence or not. Steve said 1har his 
snn Michael. 14 ye~m; old. is very imclligcnl. has no aclivities. no sports: all he docs is pl;.~y 
' 'idcn g;)mcs . Steve said th;ll his <.tlllghrcr Shannon. ! 0 ye:u-s old. is ~\ very good ~!tldc.:nf ;mJ a 
very gund person. Steve s:1id th;n Stephani\.!. 12-y~ar-old daughter. was very olllgning. she was 
nnt shy, she had no pmhlcms. anu shl.! was wdl·likcd. $teph~lnic recently got ;m <~wan.l l"nr 
vnlumccring at th\! E~<.:omliJn Lihrary. Stephanie i:~: ~ hc:tvy church-goer anJ St\!V\! used It) kind 

.}. 
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of like it because on Sund:1ys it was his and her chance to go have tlreakfa~t prior to him taking 
her to church. 

Steve then began.talking about how .stiff Stephanie was on lhc t1oor. Steve s:1id he couldn't· 
move her, he tried to pick her up but she was very cold. Steve said he didn't know anyone who 
would want to hurr her, and, if he did, he said that he would hurt that person first before he 
would let hlm hurt his daughter. Steve said that he didn't hear anything during the night and fell 
maybe responsible th~t she was trying to crawl towards him to get help and that lle was not there 
for her. 

The interview was then terminated. The investigation is conrinuing. 

PC\F<l122-IH 

RespettfuUy submitted, 

Detective Barry Sweeney/#63 
Homicide' Division 
~condido PoUce Department 

-3· 
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. Follow-up Report 
C~#98.01196 

C.S.O. Bnrbara Ray #896 

6/9/98 

On Jnl/98 at approx. 1425 hrs. I was ~ailed 10 the residence at 24940 Valley" Center Ro'ad. When I arrived 
I contacted Sgt Kathy Pouer. Sgt. Potter asked that 1 process finterprint evidence on the windows,doors, 
sliding glass doors. and any other entrances both on the·interior and the exterior. · 

I wenr outside and slaned witfi the south entrance door of lhe laundry emrance and working around lo the 
east side of the residence. As I npproacllcd th.e formal east front door ~nu-am:e J obsc:ricd severat items 
against the inside left w<lll of the entryway. The entrance floor was clear of debris. As J appro~~ and 
c!osei)' examined 1he d{J(X and doorknabs fer any fingerpri~ts. evidence, or tampering. 1 noticed dust and 
small cobwebs. Severa! of the groups of cobwebs were attecbc.d from above the doomame to the doors. 
These cobwebs .appeared to be intact and undamaged. Several strands of these cobwebs appeared to have 
collected dust on them. 

Once inside of the residence I proceeded to look for fingerprints, as I approached the front interior format 
east entrance doors, I ·saw on the entrance way linoleum floor a cat liuer box full of cat litter and feces. A 
cat feeder and a cat waterer. I observed cat liner debris over the entire entry way linoleum floor, along with 
dry cat food pieces. None of this debris apj><',red to be·disturbed: ·I inspected the door for fingerprints, 
evldcn«., or tampering. 

I found the front door knob bolt was engaged in a locked position. r attempted to open the door using both 
knobs scporately~ the door would not open. I turned the la~ch to the open position and attempted to open 
the doors and. found that it would not ope.n. !then returned the latch to the locked position with the door 
knob locking bolt engaged. 

} did nol observe any cat titter or dried cat food On the floor of the eletCfiOr east front formal entrance. 

()01426 
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SAN DIEGO COUNTY 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY"S OFFICE 
Case JDAPS-966 

Date: October I. 1993 
Defendant: Mic::bad Crowe eta1 

W"rtness InterView: 

On Octo~ I, 1998, I spoke to·regarding· the above rAptioned case. 

;irulchased the home at·24940 V8lley ·center Road. 

me the following essential statement 

I bought the house at 24940 Valley Center. I looked at the house in March 1998. 
I did not make an offer. At thai time the Crowe• s had not moved out. The house then so!~ but 
the sale feU through. In about mid Aprill998. I inspected the house again. I examined the 
interior of the bouse. including all thf- Aors. windows, and sliding doors. The house was in poor 
condition. The sliding d~rs in the kitchen, master bedroom. and dining room were in the worst 
oondition. The door roUers and sliders were m disrepair. I had to physically hold onto the two 
frames, lift the door. and then push them open. When they did sli~e. they made a loud rattling. 
They grated and rattled as if thee were sand or pebbles· in the suides. The masta"·bedroom slider 
doors werelhc worst. The window frames and door mmc were bent Sliding the doors open was 
very bard. The windows w~ probably seventy pounds. I um them all out and replaced 
them: I also removed the long blinds in the bedroom that coveRd the stidiag doors. I have 
completely redone the·house; · When I inspected the house I went through and made note of ill 

former tenants were physically moved, but some of their belonging:! were still in tile house when 1 
inspected in Aprill998. -

PJHam 
C~nallnvestigator 

001.9:16 
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Name of deceased: 

Qiaun~ nf ~an ~ieg.o 
OFFtC£0f THE MEOJCAL EXAM .. ER 

SSSS ovau.AND AVC., 8UlQ t•. SAH DEGO. ~ 821~tttt 
T£l: (610) IM-2186 fAX: tttl) ~ . 

AtrrOPSY RBPORT 

Place cf residence: 

STEPHANIE ANN CROWE 

24940 VALLEY CENTER ROAD 
ESCONDIDO, CA 92027 

Place of death; 24940 VALLEY CENTER ROAD 
ESCONDIDO, CA 92027 

Dts 98-0155 

12 tEARS 

Sez: FEMALE 

Date and time of death: FOUND, Race: CAUCASIAN 
JANUARY 21, 1998·; - 6±30 a.m. 

Date and time of autopsy! JANUARY 22, 1998; 9:25 a .m. - 1:45 p.m. 

CAUSE OF [)EATH: STiiB · WvvNDS 

MANNER OF DEATH: HOMICIDE 

AUTOPSY FINDINGS: 

I . Stab wounds. 
A. Stab and incised wounds of head (three). 

1. Stab wound "A" of left mid cheek. 
a. Stab wound of soft tissues of cheek. 
b. Penetration, 1/2 inch. 
c. Direction: Left to right. 

2. Stab wound "B" of left ear. 
a. Stab wound of soft tissues of ear . 
b. Penetration, l -l/ 4 inch. 
c. Direction: Left to riqht. 

3. Incised wound "C" of riqht earlobe. 
B. Stab and incised wounds of neck (two). 

1 . Stab wound non of left lati:!ral neck. 
a. stab wound of left sternomastoid muscle, small veins 

and l~ft transverse process of· · 5th cervical 
vertebra. 

b . Penetration , 1 inch. 
c. · Direction: Left to right and downwards. 

2 . Incised wound 1'E" of back of right neck. 
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AUTOPSY REPORT -2- STEPHAlliE ANN CROWE 98-0155 

c. Stab and incised wounds of right shoulder (three). 
1 . Incised wound "F" of top of right shoulder. 
2 . stab wound "G" on lateral top o~ right aboulder. 

a. stab wound of soft tissues and lateral end of 
clavicle. 

b . Penetration, 1 inch. 
c . Direction: Back to front. 

3 . Stab wound •H" on back of riqht shoulder • 
a. stab wound of muscles of right shoulder and lateral 

right subclavian artery with external hemorrhage . 
b . Penetration, 5-5/9 inch. 
c. Direct,ion : Back to t'ront, downward and left to 

riqht. 
D. Stab wound 11 I " of left anterior chest (one). 

1. Stab wound of so~t· . tissues and left subclavian vein 
with left hemothorax (375 ml) . 

2. Penetration, 5-1/8 inch . 
3. Direction: Left to right and slightly upwards. 

OPINION : It is the <'pinion of the undersigned, based upon the 
history, scene examination and autopsy examination, that Stephanie 
Crowe died as a result ot multiple stab wounds. She was 12-year
old white female residing at holle with her mother and father, 
b~other and sister, and gra ndmother. She retired to bed 
approximately 9:30 p.m. on January 20, 1998. A 6:30 a.111. her 
grandmother found her unresponsive when her alarm clock did not 
stop ringi ng. Autopsy demonstrated eight stab and incised wounds 
of the face, neck, chest and the back of the riqht shoulder. The 
two most lethal wounds were stab wound "G", on the back of the 
r i ght shoulder, which penetrated through the muscles of the 
shoulder and the right subclavian artery leading to exten~ive 
external hemorrhage, and stab wound "I", on the left anterior 
axillary fold, wh·ich penetrated the ·muscles of- the left chest and· 
the left subclav ian v~in leading to a left hemothorax of 375 ml. 
The manner of death is homici de indicating the injuries were 
inflicted by another person. 

BRIAN D. BLACKSOURNE, M~ D • . 
County Medical Examiner 

Date siqned: ~ - \ 3 -~ & 

.· 

I certify th1s to be · a true an~ correct copy of tbe . 
original document on ftl e · iu the O!f1ce of nte CouDtJ 
Medieal Er.~ner. San t iego. Califor~ta. 
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'-· AUTOPSY· REPORT -3- STEPHANIE ANN CROWE 98-0155 

BCBNI INYBSTXQATIOM 

TIME REQUESTED TO A'r:END SCENE: 12:00 noon, January. 21 1 1998. 

TIME ARRIVED AT SCENE: 12:45 p.m., January 21, 1998 . 

LOCATION OF SCENE: Inside residence, 24940 Valley Center Road, 
Escondido, ca. 

PERSONS PRESENT: Detective Ralph_ Clauter and members of the 
Escondido Police Department, Two san Diego Sheriff's Office Crime 
Lab Personnel. 

Medicai Examiner: Brian D. B.lackbourne, M.D. 
county Medical Examiner 

I nv estigator: Ken Bell. 

TYPE OF SCENE: (Location) Bedroom, inside residence. 

BRIEF HI STORY: Victim r~tired to bed about 9 : JO p.m., found 
(~ expired -on floor in doorway to bedroom at 6:37a . m. 

TIME OF EXAMINATION: Approximately 3:15 p.m •. 

Location of body: Ly ing supine on floor and turned towards 
right. 

Clothing ~n body: Grey T-shirt, blue jeans, panties . White 
s ocks lying near f eet. Red sweatshirt lying near right knee. 

Rigor .: Full. at 3:30 -P·lD·-

Lividity; Present and consistent with position. 

Body t emperature - exposed cold. 

Injuries: Multiple stab wounds . 

Impressions: 
1) Cause . of death: . Stab .wounds. 

2 ) Manner of death: Homicide. 

Left scene: 4:20 p.m. 
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AUTOPSY REPORT STEPHANIE ANN CPOWE 98-0155 

AUTOPSY 

The autopsy was performed .in the San Dieqo County Medical 
Examiner's Office on Thursday# January 22, 1998 between 9:25 a.m. 
an<l 1.:45 p.m. 

PRESENT AT AUTOPSY: Oetecti ve Ralph Clauter, EVidence Technicians 
John Berlinqvette and Scott Christianson, all of the Escondido 
Police Department, Margaret Whelan, R.N., and Diana ?auqno, R.N., 
Sexual Assault Response Team Nurses, Ted Nilsen, Forensic Autopsy 
Assistant, Dr. Christopher swalwell and Dr. Christina Stanley, 
Deputy Medical Examiners were all present at the autopsy·. 

WITNESSrNG PATHOLOGIST: 

.fr~;-;~~~.D. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Date siqned: ~1fr6 

IDENTIFICATION: stephanie Crowe was identified by family members 
who found her uttresponsive . 

. 
CLOTHING: At the autopsy the body was dressed in pink panties 
only. Other clothing had been removed at the scene to preserve 
evidence on the clothing. 

BXTJRNJ.L DRSCRYPTION 

This is the body of a 12.-year-old .white female.,- 5 · foot·, 0 · inches 
tall and weighing 110 pounds. The body is well-nourished and well
preserved. 

HEAD: The scalp hair is dark brown and up to zo inches in lenqth. 
No injuries are present about the scalp. The forehead is clear. 
The irides are brown. The pupils are equal, round and in mid
dilatation. The conjunctivae are clear and exhibit no petechiae. 
A stab wound designated stab wound "B" is present in the left ear 
which -will be described subsequently. A stab wound designated-stab 
wound· ctAf1 is presl!nt on the lZiid left cheek which will be described 
subsequently . The posterior portion of the left earlobe exhibits 
two incised wounds designated wounds "C" which will be described 
subsequently. The teeth are- in moderate repair. The riqht lateral 
incisor tooth is displaced downward. None of the teeth are loose 
or broken. The lips exhibit no injury . There are no petechiae in 
the 9ingiva or the mucosal lining of the lips . The mucosal margins 
of the lips are dried. 
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AUTOPSY REPORT -s-

tm£K: A stab--wound desiqnated stab wound "D't is preaent on the 
left mid neck. :rt will be descri.bed i.n detail subsequently. The 
remainder of the neck is syw~etrical . On the back of ~e neek an 
incised wound "E" is present. It will be described in detail 
subsequently .. 

CHEST: on th~ left anterior axillary fold is a stab wound "I" 
which will be described subsequently. over the top of the riqht 
shoulder is a incised wound designated incised wound "F" which will 
be described subsequently. Over the top and bac)t of the lateral 
riqht shoulder is stab wound "C" which will be described in detail 
subsequently. No surgical scars or other injuries are noted on the 
chest. 

ABDOMEN: The abdomen is flat and exhibits no surgical scars. 

GENITALIA: The genitalia exhibit no injury .. The pubic. hair is 
dark brown. The sexual Assaul t Response Team nurses did a sexual 
assault examination· ··and· · provi ded a sexual assault · kit for 
evidentiary purposes. :r ~bserved no injury to the qenitalia . 

AIY§: There are no injuries or fractures of the arms. The wrists 
( _· exhibit ,no transverse sears. There are no needle puncture marks 

present. The right index finger exhibits a l/4 inch lonq 
superficial laceration on the radial aspect of the back of the 
middle phalanx. The fingernails are moderately long and exhibit 
debris beneath the nails. None of the fingernails are broken . 

~: The legs exhibit no fracture or injuries. The ankl.es 
exhibit no swelling •. 

BACK: The bac.k of the right shoulder exhibits stab wound "H" which 
will be described subsequently.. No .. other .. injuries O%:- .surgical 
scars are noted on the back. 

Rigor mortis is full and lividity is in a right lateral location 
on the r i ght lateral thighs and the medial left thigh. Lividity 
is sl i ght in amount. 

The sUbcutaneous midline abdominal f at . is. 4 . 0 em . th'ick- _ ·no 
aromatic· odor .i:s-·noted ·about.· the bod~ .. - · 

• CAVITIES: Pleura~ adhesi ons are absent. The peritoneal, right 
pleural and pericardial cavities contain normal fluid . The left 
pleural cavity contains 375 ml (measured) of fluid and clotted 
b lood. · 

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYST EM : The ribs and pelvi s exhibit no fractures. 
The 5th cervi cal vertebra exhibits a stab wound in the l e ft 
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transverse process which extends 1/4 inch into the bone. This 
wound is the result of stab wound »D". Hemorrhage is present. The 
lateral end of the riqht clavicle exhibits a l/4 inch l~ng c:uttinq
type wound onto the superior, posterior aspect of the clavicle . 
This arose from stab wound "G" • Hemorrhage is present. 

CARDIOVAScuLAR SYSTEM: The heart weig-hs 230 grams and exhibits 
neither muscle .hypertrophy ncr chamber dilatation. ~he coronary 
arteries arl.se normally and serial sections are widely patent. The 
vessels have small diameters. The cardiac valves are thin and 

. membranous without veqetations. The myocardium is uniform1 mediwa 
brown without fibrosis, infarction or contusion. The le~t 
ventricle and interventricular septUD measure 1..3 em in thickness, 
the right ventricle 0.3 em. The aorta exhibits no injury. All the 
branch lumens are patent. There are no arteriosclerotic plaques. 

The left subclavian vein exhibits- a perforating stab which enters 
and exits through the wall of the vein in a longitudinal ~ashicn. 
The stab wound · in_e~~h case measures 2.4 em in length. The stab 
wound is oriented along the long axis of the vessel and does not 
sever the vessel. The ri~~t subclavian artery, in the lateral end 
of its course,. exhibits a 3/8 inch in diameter longitudinal stab 
wound. Extensive hemorrhage is present within the stab wound tract 
where blood is actually clotted. The rig-ht subclavian vein and the 
left subclavian artery exhibit no injury. 

BESPfRATORY SXSTEM: The right lung weiqhs 220 grams, the left lung 
140 grams. The pleural surfaces are smooth. There is no visible 
stab wound of the lungs. The pulmonary artery is patent. The 
bronchi contain a small . amount of mu~us and no hemorrhage . The 
bronchial mucosa exhibits minimal congestion. Sectioned surfaces 
of the left lung are aerated~ light pink and exhibit minimal. 
congestion and no edema.. . Sectioned sur~aces· o~ the · right" lung - -
exhibit some congestion, but no pulmonary edema. No pneumonia or 
other prior abnonnality is present:-

LIVER: The liver weiqhs 1220 grams. c.t'he capsule is smooth. The 
marg1ns are sharp. The liver is of normal size. Sectioned 
surfaces are medium brown a nd of normal consistency. The 
gallbladder contains 10 ml of green bile and no cal.culi . The lymph 
nodes in the porta hepatis are unremarkable~ The liver exhibits 
no injuries. 

PANCREAS: The pancreas weighs 90 grams and is normally lobulated, 
tan brown with hemorrhage or fibrosis. 

SPLEEN : The spleen weighs 140 grams. The capsule is smooth . 'Ihe 
spleen has normal consistency and sectioned surfaces are dark 
purple without grossly apparent lymphoid follicles. No injury is 
present to the spleen. 

\JOv769 
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LYMPH NOPES: Lymph nodes throughout the body are not remarkable. 

ADRENAL GLaNDS: Both adrenal glands have golden ye~low cortex 
without hemorrhage. .. 

THYROID: The thyroid <Jland i& of normal size ~nd uniform, aedium. 
brown on sectioned surface • 

GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM: The stomach contains 250 ml of thick, 
tan, semifluid material with parti.ally digested portions of lettuce 
and intact portions of carrot shavinqs. 'l'he gastric mucosa 
exhibits mild congestion without ulceration. The rugae are 
flatten·ed. The esophageal mucosa is smooth, gray-pink without 
lesions. The larqe and small bowel have normal diameters and 
s mooth( glisten~ng serosal surfaces. The appendix is present and 
normal. 

KIDNEYS: The right kidney weighs 100 grams , the left kidney 100 
grams . . -The cortical surfaces ·are smooth. The renal arteries are 
patent . The ureters have norma1 diameter. Sectioned surfaces of 
both kidneys demonstrate normal architecture with no focal 
abnonnal i ties. No · i njur _. is present. The urinary bladder is 
empty. , 

UTERUS: The uterus, tubes and ovaries together weigh 80 grams. 
The uterus is of normal size . The external cervical os is regular, 
tan gray. The ostium is round. No trauma is present to the · 
cervix. The endometrial canal is lined by 5 . 0 mm thick, gray-pink 
endometrium. · No injuries are present. The ovaries are of normal 
size and sectioned surfaces demonstrate multiple cysts and no 
grossly apparent corpus luteum. The fallopian tubes are patent. 

NECK: The skin of the ante rior neck exhi bits a stab wound -on- the 
l eft neck . Hemorrhaqe is present within the muscles of the neck, 
a nd the stab wound perforates through the middle of the 
sterno1nastoid muscle. The orientation of the stab wound i s 
parall~l t o that of the sternomastoid muscle. The laryngeal lumen 
is patent. Th e mucosa of the laryn~ is light pink. There are no 
petechiae . The bony structures of the larynx demonstrate no 
fracture . The left carotid artery and the left internal jugular 
vein exhibit no inj ury and have thin, normal walls. The stab wound 
continues lataral to the· carotid artery and internal jugular vei n , · 
seve ring small branch- veins-and -penetrates into the lateral aspect: 
of the left transverse process of t he 5th cervical vertebra. The 
s tab wound penetrates into the bone for a distance of 1/4 · inch . 
There is hemorrhage in the paravertebral muscles adjacent to the 
s tab wound . The remainder of tbe cervical spine exhibits no 
f r actur e. The oropharynx and. nasopharynx are patent. The tonqu~ 
exhibits no hemorrhage or bite mark. 
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HEA.Q: The ·scalp exhibits no injury. There is no bemorrhaqe 
beneath the scalp or in the temporal muscles. The skull eXhibits 
no fracture. There is no subdural or epidural hemorrpage. The 
base of the skUll exhibits no visible damage to the·. tloor of the 
skull in the are a of the left middle ear. 'l'he le"ft micidle ear, as 
viewed throuqh the base of the skull, demonstrates no hemorrhage . 

BRAI N: The brain weighs 1450 grams. The leptomeninges are smooth 
and glistening. The vessels at the base of the brain exhi bit a 
normal anatomic configuration with no plaques or aneurysms. The 
cerebellar tonsils are not herniated. The unci are notched 
symmetr i cally. Multiple coronal sections of the cerebrcl 
hemispheres and transverse sections of the pons. cerebellum and 
medulla demonstrate no cortical contusion hemorrhaqe, intracerebral 
h emorrhage, tumor or stroke. No acute injury or pre-existing 
abnormality is identifi~d . 

st'AB womms 

STAB ABD INCISED WOUNDS OF HEAD: 
STAB WOUND 11.A": stab wound "A" is ' located on the mid left cheek. 
I t measures 9 / 16 inch i n 1 · .1gth and i s directly sliqhtly obliquely, 
upward and posterio rly. The stab wound penetrates for a distance 
of 1/2 inch into the s oft tissues of the cheek and does not enter 
the mouth. The .direotion of the stab wound is from left to right. 

STAB WOUND "B": Stab wound "B" is to the left ear. I t is located 
horizontally, s l ightly above the. middle. of the ear and lacerates 
t h e upper portion of the tragus of the ear. The stab wound 
penetrates t o a depth of 1-1/ 4 inch. It does not enter the 
c rani um. No hemorrhage is visible in the left middle ear as viewed 
through the bone of the bas e of the skull. The direction of stab 
wound . •' B" i s . from l .e f.t to r:ight •... 

I NCISED WOUND «crt: Wound "C" is a horizontal wound of the upper 
portion of the right earlobe. It extends to the posterior portion 
of t he earl obe. On the anterior end a separate 3/16 inch ~ong 
superf icial cut is present j ust above the anterior margin of the 
inc ised wound. No major structure is severed from this injury. 

STAB AND INCISED WOutmS OP BCR: . 
STAB WOUND · uon: Stab ·w.ound "0" is . an oblique stab wound .of ·the .. 
midporti o n o f -the left neck. The wound measures 1.:..7/16 inch ' in 
l e ngth. The s tab wound perforates the mid left sternomastoi d 
muscle i n line with the directi on of the sternomastoid 'muscle, 
severs small veins beneath the muscle, and the stab wound extends 
into the l e f t trans verse p~·ocess of the 5th cervical vertebra. The 
spina l cord is not injur ed. There is no epidural or subdural 
hemorrhage about the cord . The depth of penetration of the stab 
wound is 1 inch . The direction o f the stab wounds is from left t o 
r ight , and ba c kwar ds. 
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INCISED WOUND "E": Wound "E" is a slightly curved very superficial 
incised wound of the back or the riqh.t side of the neck. It 
extends from just to the right of the midline of the back of the 
neck upwards and forwards to beneath the right earlobe. The 
.incised wound measures 2-3/4 inches in length. some areas of the 
wound are very superficial. Other are'as exhibit separation of the 
skin edqes, but the wound does not· penetrate· throuqh· the· skin. No 
serious injury is produced by this wound • 

ITAB MD INCIB.BD WOUHJ)S Ol' JUGJI'l' BBODLPIR: 
INCISED WOUNP "F": Wound "F" i& located on the top of the riqht 
shoulder. It is oblique, qoinq from posterior and lateral to 
medial and anterior. The wound is 2-l./2 inches in length and 
penetrates through the skin to a depth of 3/4 inch into the fat of 
the top of the shoulder. No major injury resulted from this wound. 

STAB. WOUND "G" : Wound "G" is a stab wound of the top of the 
lateral aspect of the right shoulder. The wound is 15/16 inch in 
length. The stab wound penetrates through the fat and muscle of 
the top of the shoulder and strikes the lateral end of the clavicle 
in which it produces a 1/4 inch long stab wound. The stab wound 
does not penetrate beyond the clavicle. The depth of penetration 
is 1 inch. The direction jf the stab wound is back to front. 

STAB WOUND "H": Wound "H" is a stab wound of the back of the right 
shoulder approximately 1 inch below the top of the shoulder. It 
is a complex wound consistent with two thrusts with a sharp blade. 
The overall diameter of the stab ~ound is l-l/4 inch. The upper 
margin exhibits a 1/2 inch long slightly curved .wound medially and·· 
an 11/16 inch wound laterally. These two wounds may represent twc1 
separate thrusts. The stab wound extends through the muscles of 
the top of the riqht shoulder, and perforates the right subclavian 
artery in its lateral extent. Extensively blood clot is present 
within the wound· tract . ·· "The penetration is 5-5/S inch -in length. 
The direction of the stab wound is back to front, downwards and 
left to right. 

STAB WOUND OF CHEST: 
STAB WOUND "I" : Stab wound "I" is located on the left anterior 
axillary fold 3-1/4 inches below the top of the shoulder. The stab 
wound in the skin extends to within 4-7/8 incbes of the midline. 
The stab wound extends through the muscles of the anterior .right 
shoulder, the pectoral muscle, and perforates. the .le£t subclavian 
vein and the apical pleura of the left chest cavity. The wounds 
in the vein are longitudinal, parallel to the path of the vein and 
each is 24,0 mm in length. A left hemothorax of 375 ml has 
resulted. The depth of penetration of stab wound "I" is 5-l/8 
inch. The direction of the stab wound is 1eft to riqht and 
slightly upwards . 
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8P2CJKBJf8 UTAPfBp 

TOXICOLQGY: Blood, both central and peripheral, vitreous, gastric 
(4 ounces out of 250 ml} and liver are submitted . · 

HISTOLQGY: Sections of heart and liver are submitted. 

fHOTOGBA£HS: Polaroid and 35 mm slides are taken • 

x-RAYS: Four x-rays of the heaa and cheat cieJDonstrate no fracture 
and no foreiqn material. 

MICROSQQPIC ~JAMIRJTIOH 

HEART: Normal myocardium. No fibrosis or infarction. 

LIVER: No fatty metamorphosis or interlobar fibrosis. Focal 
portal areas exhibit increase in lymphocytes. No bile duct 
proliferation. 

BDB:CS:clb 
0 : 1/22/98 T: l/23/98 
Rev. 1/29/98 clb 
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• County of San Diego 
Office of the Medical Examiner 

5SS5 Ollu!.&J\4 Ave. ,8149 lt,Sal> Diego,Q t212l ·L:Ut 
TIL< CCltlCt•·21t 5 

WXICOLOGV REPORT 

NAME: 

DA1E OF DEAm: 

PATHOLOGIST: 

BloOd Drug Screen: 

CROWE, Stephanie ADa 

OIJ2V98 

B.D. Blackboume, M.D. 

Ethyl Alcohol, GC 
Acetone, Methan~, Isopropanol, GC • 
Bases, GC/MS . 

Btood Radioimmunoassay Screens: 
Cocaine/Benzoylecgonine 
Opiates 
Methamphetamine 
Phencyclidine 

Not Detected 
Not Detected 
Not Detected 

Not Detected 
Not Detected 
Not Detected 
Not Detected 

ME#: '8--0155 

kb 

t:Jfd£ . ' APPROVED: 
2/3/98 Dwight-~ -
cag :eni OO~ogy tabO~M'f'~~. to b• 0 true .. d <orrect copy of the 

original ~ocul!ent on fil e tn t he Office of tbe Count:~ 
Medical Examl.ner, San {\iago. Cali foTU.ta .. 
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October 13, 1998 

SummerS. Stephan, Esq. 
Deputy District Attorney 
County of San Diego 

a WERNER U. SPITZ, M.D. e 
W 23001 Great« Mock 

St. Oair Shores, Mlchtpn 48080.1996 

(810) 776·2060 • fAX: (810) 77~722 

330 w. Broadwey. Soite 1100 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re~ Stephanie Crowe, deceased 
Case Ho: SCO 130983 
Our FUe No: 3763 

Dear Ms. Stephan: . .· 
· Purnuant to your request I have examined various dothlng articles, bedding. including a green 

plaid comforter, two bone specimens, as well as, two knives labeled as number 265 and 266. 
Addition~lly, I have revi~ autopsy and scene photographs and the autopsy report and further 

· have experimented with knife number ~ ... 5 and 266 to establish compatibility with the wounds in 
question.-

Accordingly, it is my opinion that the cuts in the clothing end comforter and the wounds of the 
bOdy era consistent with the knife labeled number 265, which carries the inscription: The Best 
Defense;: +10 stainlee& steel, China on the feft side of the blade. 

The wound on the left Side of Ule neck, labeled ·o· Jn the autopsy ~f1, as sh0Wt1 cri the 
attached photograph With the medical examiner's scale and ME#-98-0155, presents dimensions 
consistent with knifa nl.lmber 265. Knife number 266 Is incompatible. 

The wound situated ,;n front of the left armpit, identified In th& autopsy report as wound "&" and 
shown on the same photograph, also presents characterfsUcs of knife number 265. These 
characteristics indude the dimensions ·or the blade as well as ttte hilt. Again. knife numb~r 266 
is lnoompatibte, · 

Based on the above. it is my opinion, thar the knlfe designated as number 265 or an identical 
knife was the weapon used in this murder. 

I trust thls answe,. your i 

WUS:dll 
dlcat.p1()13oof.wpd 

001870 
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The Realms 
chapter 1 

The Battle of Elinmay 

A tall black cloaked man was walking around the realm ofElinmay . His cloak had 
many blood stains o.ri it and all that could be seen of his face was two eyes that glowed as 
if on nre. The realm ofEiinmay was the last reafm were good could live without fear of 
the hordes of evil creaters that bad taken control 3f all the other realms. This was mostly 
because the barron realm ofEinmay was protected by cliffs that bordered it on all sides. 
The down side to thls is the fact that it was impossible to leave this desert r~ 

After finding no other way down the man jumped into the valJy twenty feet strait 
down. He stood up brushed the sand off of his cloak and walked into the only village in 
that area of Elinmay. The people , h3.ving never been confronted with any force at all, ran 
into their houses and barred the doors .. The man bashed the door of the clothlg store and 
grabed a white cloak of a table in the middle of the room. Witb his touch the cloak became 
black instantly while the shop keeper whated in amazement. He removed his own blood 
stained cloak and at that time he was very easy to recognize as Odinwrath in his enchanted 
chain mail. Odinwrath put on the nP.w cloak and left the shop. 

''Were is my sister?" Od.inwratb yelled as loud as he possibly could,"Were is she ? 
Tell me and I won't kill all of you." 

A small peasent stepped foward and said, "She is in the fortress of light, sir.n 
Odinwrath drew his sword. It seemed to raidiate with darkness. Suddenly the blade 

began to burn with a black fire. He stabed the small peasent threw the heart and then 
simply walked away from the body and left the village. 

0 02S99 
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As Odinwralh walked threw the dfler a long , uneventful trip Odiuwrath arrived at the 
gates of panldiee, the entrance to the Realm of Light. He stood at the gates for a long time for he 
new that he could not enter the home of light. 

A bead of S'Neat rolled down Odinwrath's race as he looked at the sun with great hatred 
beacuse of the intense heat that was beating down upor. him. 

Odemuin steped threw the gates wearing full plate mail that shone with an unaterallight 
at n beautiful Odinwrath."What do you want brother?" 

"Your life ,sister," he replied with an evil glare . 
"So the Dane lord sent you here to do his work of defeating me • head of the kingdom or 

light. HA, coward:Odenruin said as she drew her white • shining sword with her helmet already 
pulled down. 

Odinwra!h drew his own sword arid charged ; t Odenruin only to be blocked by her blade. 
The battle raged after that with the sound of thounder every time their swords collided. Soon tlley 
both resorted to magic spellS. Odinwrath fought with fire while Odennrin fought with lightning. 

"I came to deliver a messageto you, ·odlnwrath said while maiOng a magical s6ield, '"The 
Ught lord has entered the Ralm of re O.eath finaJiy, he died in the Dart lord's aystat. Farewell." 

Odinwrath began to teleport when Odenrufn , jumped toward and grabed him. tThey both 
disapeared in a brightsudden cloud of black smoke. While traveling.Odinwrath threw Odwenruln· 
away from himsetf causing her to float away from hi'mself. 

00~598 
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., 
PAUL J. PFTNGST 
District Attorney 
SUMMERS. STEPHAN 
D~un' District Attorney 
CRAIG E. FISHER (#95337) 
Depu!)' District Attorney 
San D1ego County Hall of Justice 
330 West Broadway, Suite 1100 
San Diego, CA 92101 
(619) 531-3247 . 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

FEB 2 4 1999.· 

8 SUPERIOR COURT OF' THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

9 FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 

10 THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, NO. SCD 130983 

11 

12 v. 

13 JOSHUADAVIDTREADWAY, 

14 

15 

Plaintiff, 
DAPA9874 

MOTION TO DISMISS 
{Penal Code sec. 1385) 

Date: February 25, 1999 
Defendant. Time: 9:00 a.m. 

Dept: 38 

-- · 

16 Comes now the plaintiff, the People of the State of California, by and through i 

17 attorneys, PAUL J. PFINGST, District Attorney, SUMMERS. STEPHAN, Deputy District 

18 Attorney, and CRAIG E. FISHER, Deputy District Attorney, and respectfully submits the 

19 following Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to Penal Code section 1385. 

20 INTRODUCTION 

21 The purpose of this pleading is to support a motion to dismiss in order to contiJ 

22 the investigation of this case. The People appreciate the unusual nature of this requ~ in ligl 

23 the defendant Treadwafs voluntary and detailed confession to Stephanie Crowe's murder w 

24 is corroborated by a significant body of evidence. We also recognize the Court's reluctance 

25 dismiss a grand jury's criminal accusation. But the People believe the Court should grant the 

26 motion so that the ongoing investigation of this case can be conducted in accordance with so 

27 investigative techniques and without the deadline of a trial date. This motion is j>rompted by 

28 January 14, 1999, discovery of DNA from Stephanie Crowe on the shirt that Richard Tuite v 

1 
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At this time, the People cannot reconcile these three conflicting bodie~ of 

evidence: 

(1) The evidence of Treadway's guilt; 

(2) The evidence that had previously eliminated Tuite as a suspect; and 

(3) The recently discovered DNA evidence on Tuite's shirt. 

To propedy rule on this motion the Court should be aware of the considerable 

evidence in this case because Penal Code section 1385 requires consideration both of the 

constitutional rights of the defendant and the interests of society represented by the People, in 

determining whether a motion to dismiss should be granted. (People v. Superior Court (Rome1 

(1996} 13 Cal.4th 497, 530-531; People v. Orin (1975) 13 Cal.3d 937, 945; People v. Superio1 

13 Court (Flores) (1989) 214Cal.App.3d 127, 1~.) "An order of dismissal of criminal prosecuti 

14 is a matter of public concern." (People v. Superior Court (Montano) (1972) 26 Cal.App.3d66! 

15 670.) Dismissal under section 13&5.mLSt "be based on a consideration, not only of defendant': 

16 interest, but of interest of society in seeing that its laws are eff~ctively implemented." (People 

17 Sanders (1983)145 Cal.App.3d 218, 225.) 

18 The interest of the public would be best served by the granting of this motion to 

19 allow the People to further investigate the conflicting evidence. By making this motion the 

20 People are not excluding defendant Treadway or anyone else as a suspect. Instead, the new 

21 DNA evidence requires that there be further investigation. Another factor the People have 

22 considered is that pretrial dismissal of these felony charges, before jeopardy has attached, is nc 

23 a bar to latef prosecution. (Bellizzi v. Superior Court (1974) 12 Cal.3d 33, 37, fu. 4, certiorari 

24 denied 420 U.S. 1003,43 L.Ed.2d 761, 95 S.Ct. 1445; People v. Hernandez(1961) 250 

25 Ca1App.2d 842, 848; see also, People v. Hatfield(1933) 129 Cal.App. 162. 165-166.) 

26 Ill/ 

27 //// 

28 //// 

2 
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SUMMARY 

. ·At approximately 6:30 ~.m. on January 21, 1998, 12 year-old Steph~e Crowe•s 

3 dead body was found by her grandmother·on the floor ~fherbedroom doorway~ She bad bec:n· 

4 stabbed multiple times. Subsequent investigation showed that there were no signs of breaking 

5 and entering into the Crowe home and that the windows and doors were locked or not recently 

6 opened. 

7 Several theorit:S for Stephanie Cro':Ve's murder have been considered during the 

8 investigation of this case. One theory was that Michael Crowe kiUed his sister Stephanie out of 

9 hatred and jealousy and that he elicited the help of his friends Joshua Treadway and Aaron 

10 Houser to actually commit the murder. Another theory was that the transient Richard Tuite 
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killed Stephanie Crowe. Suspicion focused on Tuite because neighbors saw him in the area on 

the night ofthe murder. A third theory was that Stephanie Crowe's killing was drug-related. 

The police found methamphetamine, a gram scale, packaging materials and a handgun in her 

parent's bedroom. 

As the investigation progressed more and more evidence pointed to defendants 

Crowe, Treadway and Houser as tlte perpetrators. This included a detailed confession by 

Treadway. 

0n February 10, defendant Treadway gave a two hour deiailed statement outlinin! 

his participation in the death of Stephanie Crowe. Defendant Treadway named Michael Crowe 

and Aaron Houser as his accomplices. The Court ruled the confession was voluntary and legall~ 

admissible at trial. 

Treadway's confession was corroborated in substantial detail by independent 

evidence agamst the charged defendants: 

• The "Best Defense~' knife, described as the murder weapon by defendant 
Treadway in his confession was found under his bed. 

• The M~dical Examiner concluded that the "Best Defense" knife found under 
defendant Treadway's bed was consisfent in size and shape with the murder 
weapon. 
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• Another leading forensic pathologist, Dr. Werner Spitz, M.D., also concluded 
that the "Best Defense" knife or an identical knife was the weapon used to 
murder Stephanie. 

• Michael Crowe's story to investigators after the murder was inconsistent with the 
crime scene evidence. 

• The crime scene contained no signs of forced entry and no intruder fingerprints 
on any point of entry indicative of this being an "inside job, as described by 
defendant Treadway in his confession. 

• Expert blood spatter and crime scene reconstruction analysis shows that more 
than one person had to cooperate to successfully hold the comforter over 
Stephanie while the other person stabbed which is consistent with Joshua 
Treadway's description of how the murder was planned and executed. 

• The words "kill kill" written in pencil on the inside of Stephanie's window sill 
were consistent with writing ofMichael Crowe. 

• Michael Crowe's computer contained a story of a brother wanting to kill his 
sister matching the motive f!>r th ·~ crime as described in Joshua Treadway,s 
confession. 

• The time of death according to Joshua Treadway's confession was consistent 
with the victim's state of rigor mortis. 

• After the murder Aaron Houser's mother reported that her son's "Best Defense" 
knife was "missing." This is the same knife tied to the murder by Josb.ua 
Treadway's confession and by the previously described pathologists' expert 
comparison. 

• Michael Crowe admitted to three juveniles that he killed his sister. 

• The Federal Bureau of Investigation's National Center for Violent Crime analysis 
of the Stephanie Crowe murder scene concluded that it was an "organized crime 
scene," which was controlled and carefully managed, and with assailant(s) having 
a familiarity, comfort and knowledge of the victim's home and bedroom. This 
analysis matched Treadway's confession of a carefully planned murder. 
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In the body of this motion the People first set forth in mor ~ detail the evidence 

against defendant Treadway which the Court previously ruled could be pre$ented in our case-in·· 

chief. The People do not set forth all the evidence pointing to defendant Treadway's guilt 

because the Court has ruled some incriminating items of evidence could not be admitted before a 

jury. The People in this motion will not discuss that evidence. · 

The second part of this motion is a summary of the evidence which the Court ruled 

could be presented regarding the activities of Richard Tuite. 

The third part of the motion, will summarize the recent apparent discovery of 

blood that is highly consistent with the known sample of Stephanie Crowe's blood on Tuite's red 

long-sleeved shirt and the preliminary investigation conducted to investigate that new evidence. 

This motion concludes with a discussion of why this newly discovered DNA 

evidence raises questions that require further investigation that cannot be accomplished before 

the scheduled trial date of March 4, 1999. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

PART I 
THE EVIDENCE AGAINST JOSHUA TREADWAY 

A. Discovery Of The Crime and The Initial Crime Scege lnyestigatiop. 

At approximately 6:30a.m. on January 21, 1998, 12 year-old Stephanie Crowe 

was found on the floor of her bedroom doorway, dead of multiple stab wounds. Stephanie's 

grandmother Judith Kennedy discovered Stephanie's body. The Crowe family was awakened 

and authorities were summoned. 

The Crowe residence, 24940 Valley Center Road, is a one story, four bedroom, 

1 800 square foot home, located in rma1 Escondido. [t is reached by a long curved driveway from 

Valley Center Road. 

Stephanie Crowe occupied one bedroom. The larger bedroom was occupied by 

Steven and Cheryl Crowe, Stephanie's parents. Another bedroom was occupied by Stephanie's 

10 year-old sister, and her grandmother. The bedroom across the hall from Stephanie's was 

occupiea by her brother, Michael Crowe. All these people were present inside the residence the 
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night and morning of the killing. (See Exhibit 1: Diagrams ~f Crowe House.) 

When the paramedics and police officers responding to the scene first saw Stephanie 
. . . 

Crowe's body it was laying in the doorway to her bedroom with her head towards the hallway. 

The body was positioned in the doorway such that the bedroom door was open and could not be 

closed. 

It was apparent that Stephanie bad been stabbed to death. The blood on her body was 

dried, indicating she had been dead for some period of time. Rigor monis had set in. 
-

The Escondido Police Department conducted an extensive investigation of the crimt 

scene. The house was cordoned off while a search wa-rrant was obtained. The house was 

maintained under constant police control for nine days. Overall supervision o(the investigation 

was controlled by a veteran lieutenant of the department. The lead investigator was a veteran 

detective of the department. At least five evidence technicians from the department worked the 

crime scene. One evidence technician described spending the majority of the remaining week., 13 

to 15 hours a day, working at this crime scene. (See Exhibit 2: Crime Scene Evidence Report.) 

Outside agencies also assisted in the investigation at the request of Escondido Police 

Department. Craig Ogino, a criminalist specialized in blood spatter evidence from the San 

Bernardino Sheriffs Crime Laboratory responded with a full evidence team. Ogino's team spent 

two days at the scene. Additionally, the San Diego Police Department and San Diego County 

Sheriff's Crime Labo~ries assisted in the investigation. 

So much physical evidence was seized in the days and nights that investigators 

spent at the scene that a special storage area was purchased for the back of the police station. The 

eviden.ce collected included the bed where Stephanie was stabbed, the bedding, large portions of 

the walls in Stephanie's room. the closet door, door frame, sections of wall from the hallway, the 

carpet and the dresser. Over 280 items of evidence were seized. More experts were consulted to 

examine and test the physical evidence after it was seized. 

1. No Forced Entry. 

One of the investigators • first actions was to detennine if there were signS of forced 

entry into the residence. Detectives walked the perimeter of the house and checked the doors and 
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windows. There were no signs of forced entry. Close examination of the window in Stephanie's 

bedroom showed that it had not been opened for quite some time. 

Family members confirmed that the house had been secured the ev~nin.g before 

and was still secure in the morning. Stephanie's father reported that·after finding his daughter's 

body, he attempted to go out the south door and found it deadbolted from the inside. Later he 

attempted to go out the dining area door and he found it locked .from the inside as well. Finally. 

Mr. Crowe said he also checked the window in Stephanie's bedroom and he reported no signs of 

entry. 

All the windows and door were locked with two exceptions. The victim's 
~ 

bedroom window was closed with the screen in place. The window and screen were undisturbed 

as they closed on the telephone wire with dust and spider webs still in place in the window track. 

The sliding glass door in the parents' bedroom was closed with the plastic levelors in place. 

This door was located inches from the bed where the parents slept the night of the homicide. 

The sliding glass door rattled loudly when opened and the plastic levelors made noise when 

moved. (See Exhibit 3: Report<- :tegarding the Sliding Glass Door and Other Points Of Entry.) 

2. No Apparent Motive Otber Than Stephanie's Murder. 

There was no evidence at the home sugg~sting the murder occurred during the 

course of another felony. No valuables were disturbed or missing from the residence: There 

were purses, radios, television sets, a computer, clocks, clothes and other valuables in plain view 

throughout the home. 

· ·Stephanie was not sexually assaulted. 

Detectives did find evidence of narcotics activity in the Crowe home. 

Methamphetamine was discovered in Cheryl Crowe's purse. More methampbe~e, plastic 

bindles, a gram scale, and other narcotics paraphernalia were discovered near a gun in the 

bathroom cabinet inside Steve and Cheryl Crowe's bedroom. However, there was no evidence a 

third party entered the Crowe residence Jooking for drugs. The narcotics were undisturbed with no 

evidence of an intruder rummaging within the parent's bedroom or anywhere else in the Crowe 

home. Police ruled out a drug-related murder as there was insufficient evidence that Stephanie's 
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murder was related to narcotics activity. 

·3. Tbe Autopsy. 
. . 

The Medical Examiner, Briari Blackboume, examined Stephanie Crowe at the crime 

scene on January 21. 1998. 

Dr. Blackboume also perfonned an autopsy on Stephanie Crowe on January 22. 

Stephanie Crowe died of stab wounds. There were nine stab and incise wounds. There were no 

other bruises or scratches. Dr. Blackboume and nurses from the Sexual Assault Response Team 

examined Stephanie for any signs of a sexual assault and concluded there were none. (See Exhibit 

4: Autopsy Report.) 

Dr. Blackboume found a stab wound on the middle of the left cheek Another stab 

wound penetrated the left ear. There was a cut or incise wound though the skin of the right ear 
. 

lobe. There was a long stab wound on the left side of the neck which penetrated about one inch. 

There was also a superficial wound from the right side of the back of the neck to the right earlobe. 

There was a deep cutting wound located on the top of the right shoulder. There was a stab wowtd 

on the back of the right shoulder. These wounds were not fatal. 

Two stab wounds, however • .:;evered large blood vessels and eaused Stephanie's 

death. One was a larger wound on the back of the right shoulder. The other fatal wound was to the 

chest in front of the left armpit. 

Dr. BJackboume concluded that the ~tab wounds were consistent with a five to six 

inch knife blade and were consistent with the knife found under defendant Treadway's bed. 

Dr. Blackbo\!m.C was able to calculate the approximate time of death as 

approximately two or three h~urs after she last ate and approximately six hours prior to her being 

found. The time of death given by Joshua Treadway in his confession was consistent with the 

estimated time of death. 

B. Discovery of the Knife. 

On Ja.'luary 22~ Detectives went to see defendant Treadway. When they entered 

the Treadway residence they noticed a survival knife on a couch. Defendant Treadway stated 

the survival knife was his brother's and put it away. Later during the interview defendant's 
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younger brother entered the room and the detectives asked him where he obtained the knife. 

Deferidanes brother said it was not his kniie but was his brother's, defendant T~eadway. At tba1 

point defendant changed his story and said he got the knife at a garage sale. Defendant 

Treadway's story about the survival knife later proved untrue. 

A search warrant was issued for the Treadway house on January 27, 1998. Two 

knives were seized from the residence. The knives were found next to each other under Joshua 

Treadway's bed. 

One was a 10 inch long survival knife. The other was a stainl~s steel knife with a 

curved blade and a fairly elaborate black grip on the handle. It is labeled as a "Best Defense" 

knife. The detectives seized this knife because it fit Dr. Blackboume's description of the murder 

weapon. The "Best Defense" knife was later shown to Dr. Blackboume who examined it and 

formed the opinion that it was consistent with the wounds inflicted on the victim. The depth of the 

deepest wounds were consistent with the length of the knife and at this maximum depth the width 

o(the wound is consistent with the width rfthis knife. 

When the knife was taken apart and tested using "fluorescein,, which is a 

presumptive b-lood test, the knife reacted positively in certain_areas consistent with blood. 

When found, this knife was very clean with only defendant Treadway's fingerprints 

on the blade. 

Finally, Dr. Werner U. Spitz was asked to compare the knife to Stephanie's 

wounds. Dr. Spitz is a nationally renowned forensic pathologist who authored the resource book 

used by Medical Examiners around the country, titled: The Medicolegal Investigation of Death

Guidelines for the Application of Pathology to Crime Investigation (3d ed. 1993). 11le text of 

this. book describes how such comparisons are made. (ld., Chap. VIU, Sharp Force Injury, pp. 

280-304 "Identification ofthe Weapon.") 
-

Dr. Spitz determined that the "Best Defense" knife "or an identical knife was the 

weapon used in this murder!' He observed that one of the fatal stab wounds shows multiple 

characteristics of the knife, including an impression of the hilt of that knife on Stephanie's body. 

This stab wound matched the subject knife in its dimensiOO$ and showed a bruising pattern on 
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the skin at the stab site. When Dr. Spitz compared the bruise mark on fie wound with the "Best . 
Defense" knife, he detennined that the hilt of that knife was consistent wit!) this bruise ·pattem. . 

Further, that wound showed a penetration to the full length ofthe knife, consistent with the knife 

penetrating Stephanie's body to the full length o~the blade causing the hilt of the knife to press 

down onto her body leaving this distinct impression. The knife had also been twisted into her 

body in that location. (See Exhibit 5: Dr. Spitz's Report Regarding the Knife and his C.V.) 

C. Defendant Treadway's Incriminating Statements On Januaey 27. 1998. 

The Escondido Police detectives requested to speak with Joshua Treadway at the 
-

police station. Defendant Treadway was driven there by his father on January 27. Joshua 

Treadway was interviewed while his parents were down the hall. During this first videotaped 

interview on January 27, defendant Treadway initially stated that he was unaware of any 

problems between Michael and Stephanie Crowe. Later in that 30 minute interview. defendant 

Treadway told police that Michael Crowe had a (etish with death. Defendant Treadway also 

contradicted his earlier statemr"lts recalling that Michael Crowe would say, "I'd like to beat my 

sister, I'd like to, fd like to lock my sister you· know away for a while you know. Some 

dungeon. Let her think about what she,s done or something like that .... " 

These contradictions in defendant Treadway's statements prompted the police to 

speak to him again. 

D. Defendant Treadway's February 10, 1998 Confession. 

On February I 0, 1998, defendant Treadway was driven to the Escondido Police 

Station by his father for another interview. This interview was conducted by Detective Wrisley 

and videotaped. Defendant Treadway was gi~en his Miranda rights. Treadway vol~tarily 

waived his Miranda rights and gave a detailed two hour statement about the murder plot and the 

actual murder. This Court ruled that defendant Treadway's videotaped two hour statement was 

voluntary and that this interview was properly Mirandized. {See attached Exlnoit 6: _Transcript of 

Defendant Treadway's February 10, 1998 Statement) 

In his taped confession defendant Treadway admitted that he was present when the 

idea to kill Stephanie Crowe was first formulated by Michael Crowe and Aaron Houser. 

10 
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According to defendant Treadway, the first mention of the subject came after codefe~dant 

Michael Crowe had expressed on several occasions his hatred of IUs sister Stephanie. 

Det1
: Okay. How did it, bow did it come up? 

IT: Well you know just Michael started tal kin • how he dido ' t really like his 
sister a whole bunch: and he'd reaUy like to get rid of her. And Aaron you 
know said, "Well hey if you're serious about this, I can make it happen" 
you know. But that's how it started. 

Det: And I understand that Michael bad k.inda made statements like that in the 
past. 

JT: Mm-hm~ 

Det: Where this wasn't like anew 
JT: No it wasn•t, mm-hm. 

Defen<!ant Treadway explained Defendant Houser's motive for the killing as a "psychofetish." 

Det: Okay. What do you think.. .. ? 1 mean we, you and I kinda talked about at 
the beginning, and I think I kind of understand what Michael's motivation 
was to, to do thi,. to Stephanie. I know that he had some real strong feelings 
about 

JT: Mm-hm. 
Det: you know, the way she was and the way be felt about the way she was 

treated and the way he was treated and those kind of things. Wha~ what 
was. what did Aaron get outta this? 

IT: I don't know. I, I don't know. He must have some, some kinda psycho
fetish with it, I don't know. But Wil, he's always reading all these books 
you know) all these novels where people you know kill and war and fight 
and everything like this you know. You know head chopping and stuff like 
that you know. And he always really got into it. 

Defendant Treadway said that he became involved in the discussions one to three 

weeks prior to the murder. 

Det: ... When was the first time that, that, that you knew that that something was1 

was in the works to, to do something to Stephanie ... 
JT: (unin} worked out weeks before Stephanie's murder? 
Det: Okay. So that would of put it about before Christmas or after Christmas? 

' "Det" refers to Detective Wrisley. " JT"' refers to defendant Joshua Treadway. 
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IT: After Christmas. 
Det: Okay before New Years or after New Years? 
JT: After New Years. . 
Det Okay, so it was, it was in 199~? 
JT: Yeah it, when we went back to school you know. 

Defendant Treadway admitted that on January 20, 1998, during a series of 

telephone calls with the other two defendants, be agreed to participate in the actual murder. 

Det Yeah okay. And why was that nigilt picked out? 
IT: . I don't know. l was just called. 1, or I called Michael to talk to him. And 

you know he told me this is the night. Tonight's the night you know. Told 
me a little bit about it and then he said, Aaron can tell y()u the rest. 

Det: What time did you talk to Michael about that? 
JT: I talked to him around, between nine and nine-thirty on the phone. Just 

calling him to find out if he was even going to school the next day. 
Because on Tuesday he had been home sick from school. 

Det: Okay. So you called him about nine or nine~ thirty, 
IT: Yeah. 
Det: and he just said tonight's the night? 
IT: Yeah. 

J~T~~~~~~~~'R~~~~~»p.jMlc ~~ 

Treadway~s ro{e wast~ get rid ~f th.e evidence after tb~ .c..rlro~J 

JT: ... UThis is wnat you do Josh, this is what y~u need to know • y ~u need tO 
be quiet. you need to dispose of the knife." 

Det: Okay wb.o gave you all the rules? 
JT: Aaron. Aaron's the one who laid down it all for me. 

Det: Mm-hm. So Michael then told you to call Aaron for the details? 
IT: Mm-hm. 
Det: And Michael gave you that.. .. 
JT: Contact Aaron. He didn' t really say to call but. I don't remember if Aaron 

called me after that shortly, or if 1 called Aaron. 
Det: Okay. 
JT: But I did make contact, phone contact with Aaron after that. 
Det: But your instructions from Michael were to get a hold of Aaron somehow? 
JT: Mrn-hm, yeah. 
Det: And either you called him or he called you? 
JT: Mm~hls"l. 

Det: Okay. Then what, what did Aaron tell you? 
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JT: He told me that I needed to meet him at his place. And he said well you 
know what, what time can be a good time for you to, to come down by my 
·place? And I figured well, I don't know around maybe eleven o'clock or so 
or eleven-thirty I guess. You know somewhere around those guidelines. 
And he said you know okay sounds good. 

Defendant Treadway agreed to participate because Houser said that if defendar;o 

not assist, he _wouJd not be a true friend but an enemy. 

Det: ... Well, what was your understanding finally of what, the way it was 
actually gonna be carried out? 

JT: Well.. .. 
Det: Coming up to the, to the night that it actually happened. 
JT: To the night that it happened. The understanding exactly? 
Det: Right. 
JT: Was that you know I was gonna have to go down and be there. And it was 

gonna happen and I was gonna sort of make sure be the kinda look-out you 
know, no, make sure everythlng' s okay. 

Det: Mm-bm. 
JT: And, dispose of the knife when it was done. 
Det: Okay. 
JT: And, Aaron you know said that ifl don' t live up to what they had said was 

my end of it, that that I really would of been their friend. And ifl'm not 
their friend then I 'm their enemy. 

Defendant Treadway described sneaking out of the house to meet Aaron Houser 

the agreed upon time. 

Det: What, what time are you suppose to leave your house? 
JT: Around eleven o'clock. 
Det: About eleven o 'clock. How do you get outta the house without patents 

knowin'? What are you gmma say to them? 
IT: I unlocked the door, leave. 
Det: So they don't know that you're gone? 
IT: Mm-hm. 
Det: Gonna be quiet and sneak out basically? 
JT: Mm-hm. 
Det: Okay. And you're gonna meet me at [Aaron's]house at what time? 
JT: Around eleven-thirty. 

Det: And how'd you get out of your house? 
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JT: Well just sort of got out of my bed, and open my door.-walked down to the 
front door, unlocked it and walked out. 

Joshua Treadway indicated he knew when he left his hoilse that night it w~ to kill 

Stephanie. 

Oet: ... So, coming into the night that this actually happened. Urn. your role, 
according to Michael and, and Aaron, was to go to the house, and act as a 
look-out. A look-out for what? I mean what, what, what was their role in 
this? What were they going to do? 

IT: They were going to kill Stephanie. 
Det~ Okay. Do you know specifically how that was gorma happen? 
IT: I knew that Michael was 'spose to go in there, what I've heard you know 

mind you. Um, Michael was 'spose to go in there and sort of take care of 
keeping Stephanie quiet; holding her mouth and whamot. 

Det Mm-hm. 
JT: And Aaron was 'spose to go over and take care of the business. That's 

what he referred to it as. 
Oet: Okay and I know this may seem a little like a silly question but, taking care 

of the business meant what? 
JT: Thaes all he said. He always referred to it as taking care ofthe business. 
Det: As the business? 
JT: Mm-hm. 
Det: And you understood that to mean what? 
JT: Well I understood it to mean that he was gonna carry out with the killing. 
Oet: Okay. 
JT: He never really got into graphically how he was gonna do it. And even 

after the fact he never graphically gone into how he did it. 

Defendant Treadway said he walked to Aaron Houser's house a short distance away 

arriving sometime after 11 :30 p.m. Defendant said they went together to the Crowe residence, 
arriving at approximately 12:30 a.m. 

Oet: Okay. What time are we suppose tQ meet um Michael at his house? 
JT: Around twelve o'clock or so, I don't know . .I didn't, wasn't told that, what 

time we're suppose to meet Michael. 
Det: Okay. 
JT: Just what time I was suppose to meet Aaron. 
Oet: Okay. 
JT: And then we continued from there. 
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Det: Well what did you guys talk about on the way over Jtere while you were 
walking? 

IT: Well not much really, just Aaron sona said - he asked me if J:lmew what I 
was suppose to do. And I told him, yeah [ do. 

Det: Okay what was that? 
JT: And then he said you know well what is it you're suppose to ao? And I 

said well you know I'm suppose to get rid of the knife and you know not. 
tell anyone about this at all, to keep my mouth shut and there'll be no 
problems. You know and he said oh that's good okay. And so uh, then I 
said yeah urn I'm 'spose to look-out and make sure no one's coming. 

Det: Okay. U~ so, so you and Aaron walk from his house, 

IT: Mm-hm. 
Det: and you get over to the, the road that leads up to, to Michael's house? 
IT: Mm-hm. 

Det: Do you think it was before midnight or after midnight when you guys 
there? 

JT: Maybe a little after midnight, or right around you know. 1 think I remember 
somebody around twelve-thirty. 

According to defendan~ Treadway: codefendant_Crowe was waiting at the bac~ 

door when they arrived. 

Det: And iCs just you and Aaron at this point? 
IT: Well... 
Det: You guys are outside? 
IT: Yeah until we reach by the door area and Michael's there. 
Det: Okay. I know that up at their house, there's the big garage door~ 
IT: Mrn-hm. 
Det: and then there's that... 
IT: And then to the left there's that yeah - ·that's where Michael was, at that 

door. 
Det: Was he already at the door when you guys arrived? 
IT: He was already at the door. 
Det: Okay what was he dressed in? 
JT: He's all black clothes like normal. 
Det: Okay, black shirt? 
JT: Mm-hm and black pants. 
Det: Black pants? 
JT: Black shoes. 
Det: Black shoes. 
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JT: No nothing on h.is head? 
Det: His hands? 
JT: No . . 
Det: Nothing. What's uh, what was Aaron wearing? . 
JT: He was wearing a dark coat. I don't really remember the pants. I'm pretty 

sure they were long. He had dark color.ed shoes and I know he had black 
gloves. · 

Det What were the "gloves made out of? 
IT: Like leather kind of- I've seen the gloves at his house once before. 

Defendant Treadway said he saw defendant Houser walk up to the door. He said 

he saw defendant Houser produce a knife from his waistband. 

Det: Prior, prior to them going back into the house, or farther_ down into the 
house, did you see the knife at all? 

JT: When Aaron pulled it out when we were walking up to the door 
Det: Okay. 
JT: to meet Michael. 

Det: Okay I understand. [WJeU what did you, what was your, what were you 
thinking at ·~e time when you saw this knife oome out? 

JT: Scared and shocked. Like this was actually gonna happen now. 

Defendant Treadway described his role as a lookout during this premeditated and 

deliberate murder plot. 

Det: What was your pur ... ? I mean you, you said you were a look-out there, but 
I mean a look-out for what? Their pretty isolated over there. 

JT: I don' t know what they were expecting to happen. 

Det: ... (Y]ou know I'm, I'm just a little bit confused Josh because I'm 
wondering - I mean, having you there as a look-out seems to be kind of like 
a useless task. 

JT: And that's what it was. 
Det I mean a look-out for what? 
JT: I don' t know. I wasn't told whatto lookout for or ... Just if anyone pulls up 

or anyone wak~s up or you hear any noise come get us. That's what they 
told me. 

Defendant Treadway said he waited outside until he got so cold that he decided to 
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go inside the Crowe house: Treadway admitted going as far as the kitchen. 

Det Okay . . Urn, as you and Aaron walk up to the door, 
JT: Mm-lun. · . 
Det: uh is there any conversation tietween you and he and Michael? 
JT: No. He walks up to the door to Michael, and I just, just kinda stay outside 

for a minute. And then they walked in. And then shortly after that I walked 
in the house and stayed in the kitchen area 

Det: Mrn-hm. 
JT: I didn't go any pass that. 
Det: Mm-hm. 
IT: I just stayed there. 
Det: And where were they? 
JT: They went down the hall. 

Defendant Treadway said he remained in the kitchen until he saw codefendant 

Crowe coming from the hallway with a knife in his band. Afterwards defendant Treadway saw 

Michael Crowe washing the knife. 

IT: You know how right when you walk in that door there's that like laundry 
room area? 

Det: ~-hxn. 

IT: I went just a little past that and sat down. 'Cause I laid back against that 
wall. 

Det: Okay. . 
JT: And then Michael came back a little while after that. And he was rinsing 

the knife in the sink. 

-
Det: ... So then you say eventually Michael comes back out with the knife. 
IT: Mm-hm. 
Det: And he washes it off in the kitchen sink? 
JT: Yeah he just goes right to the kitchen sink. 

Det: Okay. When Michael came out, he came out alone? 
JT: Mm-hm. 
Det: Mm-kay. Where, do you know where Aaron was? 
JT: · I don•t know where Aaron was. 
Det: Okay. . 
JT: He didn't show up until later. 
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Defendant Crowe spoke to defendant Treadway before defendant Houser 

appeared. 

JT: But you know he's just rinsing it and then he's- no he didn't say inuch·to 
me but he you know he just said a little bit uh stuff. 

Det: Okay. 
JT: You know like, "Don't worry." The same kind ofbe.confident, iCs olaiy 

assurance. Stuff they've been telling me you know the whole time. 
Det: . Did they doubt your confidence? 
JT: I don't know if they did or not. But it got real annoying for them to keep 

telling me that you know everything's gonna be okay. you know. Then I 
felt like, like a little child being spoken down to you know. 

Det: Yeah. 

JT: "Like everything's gonna be okay, don't wony about it. You know just as 
long as you get rid of the knife, don't tell anyone anything you'll be fine." 

Det: Mm-hm. Urn and, and is Michael, he's tAlking to you while be's rinsing the 
knife? 

JT: Yeah. 

Defendant Treadway describes that codefendant Houser emerged .from the 

hallway. Codefendant CTow- gave the knife to Houser. Defendants Treadway and Houser then 

left together. 

JT: And then Aaron came out, you know and said, told Michael you know, 
"Okay everything's okay. Everything's taken care of." And then he you 
know he, Aaron wanted to go. He was just kinda like let's go. He di.dn 't 
want to really be there any longer. And so Michael gave him the knife_ 

Det: Michael passes the knife 
JT: Min-bm. 
Det: To Aaron? 
JT: To Aaron. 
Det: Uh-huh. 
IT: And then we leave. 

Det: Now what does Aaron do with the knife? 
JT: I don't know. As far as I know he put it back in his pocke~ the coat. 

Joshua Treadway admitted knowing that the plan called for Michael Crowe to let . 
Aaron Houser into .the house so both could commit the murder. Treadway also knew the plan 

called for Michael Crowe to enter Stephanie's bedroom fuSt and quiet her. He knew that Aaron 
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Houser then intended to enter Stephanie's bedroom and help Michacl Crowe acrually stab 

Stephanie to death. 

JT: ... One thing was urn, Aaron though told me that, he said well me· and 
Michael are going to take care of this because we want it done right 

Det: How'd that make you feel? 
IT: Well, from one point glad that they weren't asking me to do anything 

horrendous you know ... and horrific. I was glad there. Because had they 
asked me to do anything like that, I probably just woulda started yelling and 
screaming I don't know. But, it- I also kinda felt a, a., a slash to my pride a 
little you know. Thinking oh okay, so I'm not you know good enough to do 
anything serious, you know. That's how you think of me as you know, oh 
okay. I kinda took that as a cut you know. 

Defendant Treadway was told that the murder occurred as plamted. 

Det: So who do you think stabbed Stephanie? 
JT: · (sighs) I believe Aaron did. Just because that's you know what, how they 

had planned it ar- .: that's what you know he said after the fact He said 
things went according to plan you know. He said that Michael went in and 
you know, quieted her down t'.nd Aaron took care of the business. 

Det: Mm-bm. 
IT: As he referred to it as the business ... . 
Det: Okay. But in spite of Michael's ... feelings towards his sister and how 

much he didn't particularly care for her, you felt that Aaron was the one 
that did the stabbing? 

JT: Mm-hm. I did feel that he was. No I don't know what Michael didn •t have 
anything to do with it. He may very well have. I don't know but, from 
what I heard Aaron was the one who did it. 

Det: Okay. And did you know that it happened? 
JT: I kn~w that it happened yeah to the point of doing it. 
Det: And you knew that what hap~ed? 
IT: I knew that Aaron and Michael had gone in there and Stephanie was dead. 

And the only explanation I got was that, they pretty much worked together 
but Aaron took care of most of the business, as he referred to it. 

Joshua Treadway described Aaron Houser•s demeanor during this time as very 

calm and business-like. 

Det: ... [W]hat was Aaron·'s demeanor like and his attitude that night? 
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1 JT: Very calm, very business-like. Very, as ifhe were going to \-York or 

2 
something. 

3 Defendant Treadway walked with defendant Houser to the Houser home where they 

4 split up. 

5 JT: Urn, we just went straight past that wall and he went into his little area of 

6 
the cul-de-sac and I just kept goin,. 

Det: Okay you kept go in' . 
7 JT: Back to my house. 

8 
Det: And you walked all the way back? 
JT: Yeah. 

9 Det: And when Aaron -when you and Aaron split up 

10 
IT: Mm-hm. 
Det: he was still in possession of the knife? 

11 IT: Mm-hm. 
Det: And your understanding was is that he was gpnna give it to you at some 

12 later date? 
13 JT: Mm-hm. 

14 
Det: Now was there a pr~-detennined date 
JT: Mm-mrn. 

15 Det: or you would just find out? 

16 JT: I didn't know. He~ like he would call me or somef:bing, I don't know. He 
never said what he would do to inform me of that. 

17 Det: ... Wh.at time do you estimate it was when you and Aaron split up 

18 JT: Mm-hm. 
Det: near his house? 

19 JT: Uh, probably about twelve-thirty, half hour more. Probably about one-

20 forty. One-thirty to one-: forty, maybe even two o'clock depending how fast 
we walked. 

21 Det: Okay. 

22 JT: I don't know. 
Det: Then you walked from there back to your house'it was ... ? 

23 IT: Then I wallc, yeah. I probably at my house about two-thirty, two-forty. 

24 

25 Joshua Treadway said be went borne, changed into his pajamas and we9t to sleep. 

26 Det: When you got home, what was the first thing you did when you got ·home? 

27 
JT: 1 walked in my room and went in my bed. Changed my clothes, put on 

pajamas and then got in bed. 
28 Det: Okay. Anybody discover that you were gone at all? 
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JT: No. 
Det: And your brother sleeps in the same room with you? 
JT: Yeah. 
Det: Did he wake up at aU? 
JT: No he didn't, he was still asleep. 

Joshua Treadway admitted he cleaned the knife given to him by Aaron Houser. 

Det: Okay. And youjust used soap? 
JT: Oh yeah, no big deal. I just um rinsed liquid soap and that was it, then I 

dried it off. You know just kinda shook it off and then you know paper 
towel, rag or dried it off yeah. 

Det: Mm-hm., mm-hm. 
JT: I kind of felt to make sure it was dry you know. Felt all around to make 

sure everything was dry and then I put it and ... threw it ~nder my bed. I 
didn't do a thing with it after that. 

Treadway then threw the knife under his bed. 

Det: And then you were just told to get rid of it? 
JT: Mm-hm. 
Det: And so you just threw it under your bed? 
IT: Mm-hm. 

Det: And so you threw the knife under your bed 
JT: Mm-hm. 
Det: and that's where we then found it? 
JT: Yeah. 

Defendant Treadway's confession was corroborated by other evidence. This 

corroboration and other evidence is described throughout this motion. 

E. Michael Crowe's Statements and Behavior. 

When the paramedics and police officers responding to the scene first saw 

·stephanie Crowe's body it was laying· in her bedroom doorway with her head towards the 

hallway. The body was positioned in the doorway such that the bedroom door was open and 

could not be closed. 

Stephanie's bloody fingerprints at the scene later confinned that she had grasped the 

bottom of the door and pulled it open before finally succwnbing to her injuries. Thus, the forensic 
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evidence conclusjvely demonstrated that after being attacked in her bed. Stephanie grabbed the 

headrail, moved to the foot of the bed, fell to the floor, struggled to the doorway and pulled lhe 

door open before she died 

After the murder was discovered, the Crowe family members were taken to the 

Escondido Police Departm~nt for interviews. Michael Crowe was also interviewed. Michael 

Crowe told a detective that at about 4:30 am. on January 21 he had awakened with a headache and 

went down the hallway to the kjtchen for a glass of milk and a Tylenol. Although the doorway to 

defendant Crowe's room is directly across from Stephanie's room divided by a narrow hallway, 

defendant Crowe denied seeing Stephanie's body. Instead he claimed that her bedroom door was 

closed. 

Defendant Crowe's statements did not fit the physical evidence. 

Defendant Crowe's unusual behavior immediately after the murder also concerned 

investigators. 

The Crowe family 1uembers were seated on the couch when homicide detectives 

arrived at the crime scene on January 21. One detective noticed that Michael Crowe's "affect" 

was the not the same as the rest of the family. The other family members were embracing and 

·crying, but Michael Crowe was sitting to the far side of the couch playing a band-held video 

game. 

Another officer a~ the police station during the family interviews on January 21 

noticed the same contrast between Michael Crowe's demeanor an.d the rest of his family. 

Defendant Crowe was watching cartoons while the rest of the family grieved. 

F. Michael Crowe's Confession, 

After his arrest Michael Crowe was housed in juvenile hall. 

Defendant Crowe admitted to John Doe 1, a juvenile who was at the time in 

juvenile hall, that he killed his sister. John Doe 1 reported the admission to a counselor in 

Juvenile Hall. Here is a synopsis of the statement by John Dee 1: 

"I am getting out real soon. My case is over. I will be out real soon. I do not want 
anything and I do not expect anything. He {Michael Crowe] klll~d his sister. l 
wrote this statement and .it is true .. .. I got in the ball on the fifteenth ofMay 1998. 
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We were in the same unit ... and we hung out at free time ... I thought b.e.was OK at 
first. He was real smart .... The reason we started talking was he was from the 
same area as I was; he lived just down the road.... In late May or the beginning of 
June, Mike, and [John Doe 21 and.:. were sitting at a table during free time. · 
[Another juvenile} asked Mike if be had really killed his sister. Mike just looked 
up and sai<L uy eah, so what." Then he looked down like he did not want to ~alk 
anymore about it... The way be admitted killing his sister was not to make himself 
look important or bragging or joking, but because it was true .... After what he said, 
I kind of shied away from him .... I told him he would be old and gray before he 
ever got out .... He just laughed and said he was going to be out soon .... " 

Defendant Crowe admitted to John Doe 2, a juvenile who was a:t the time in 

juvenile hall, that he killed his sister. Here is a synopsis of the statement by John Doe 2: 

"I was in Juvenile Hall with Michael Crowe ... for about three months.... He is a 
genius, but he is strange .... I spoke to him daily while we were in the same unit. I 
never had a problem with him .... There were two times when he said and did 
things when I realized he}". ·.d killed his sister. The flrst time was at 'free time. • 
Crowe [was asked] :for reals, did you kill your sister[?]' Crowe just looked down 
and nodded his head up and down, in a :yes' motion. ... When he made the motion, 
I just looked away. l was disgusted.... I was so disgusted, I could not believe he 
would kill his sister. When ... asked 'why' he just would not answer.... Another 
time, someone asked if he cared if his sister was dead. Mike just said 'my facing 
life in jail is more important to me than that., After these two things, I never really 
wanted anything to do with Crowe. I just tolerated him ..... The only reason [I'm] 
talking to you is because it is the truth. l know what I am doing is considered 
snitching. But, Crowe killed his sis!er. There is no reason to kill your sister. He 
admitted killing her .... I will be getting out soon and I want to put the whole 
system behind me." 

Defendant Crowe admitted to John Doe 3, another juvenile who was ,at the time in 

juvenile hall, that he killed his sister in her sleep because he was mad at her for talking about 

hhn with other girls. The witness reported this admission to a San Diego Police Detective. (See 

Exhibit 7: Reports of Juvenile Witness Statements.) 

None of these witnesses came forward with this information seeking any leniency 

or other benefit in their juvenile cases or as to any other matte.r. 

/Ill 
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G. Eyidente in Michael Crowe's Bedroom. 

All ofMichael Crowe's possessions (clothing, games, etc.) were~ his room. He 

had his own television in the room. There were several days worth of dishes in the room where he 

apparently ate his meals apart from the rest of the family. 

Police found tabloid-type magazines including 13 articles from 1995 on the OJ. 

Simpson's murder case involving the alleged stabbing murder of his ex-wife and her friend over 

jealousy. The titles of some of those articles were "How OJ. Got Away with Murder." 

Collected from Michael Crowe's room were writings about ''Oden of Bane" and a 

description of "Laws of Combat." There was a flow chart with boxes labeled handcuffs, shotgun. 

phone, and radio. There was a publication called "Hidden Valley Raider Review" with stories 

written by Michael Crowe. One story called ''Legends of Red Dragon" was written with Aaron 

Houser. 

The police found a r_..mber of popular video games with fantasy themes. Police also 

fo!IJld about a hundred magazines and cataloguPs for video gam~. There were books and 

pamphlets labeled "sorcery," "zombies" and "vampires" as well as medieval-themed items like 

"Dungeons and Dragons." This evidence was consistent with Joshua Treadway's confession. 

B. Michael Crowe's Computer Story Re: Brother Killing Sister. 

Forensic computer experts from the District Attorney's Office were able to 

reconstruct files written by Michael Crowe. Some of these files had been deleted from the 

computer. 

One file is a composition entitled "The Realms, chapter I, The Battle ofElinmay." 

This composition has a character named "Odinwrath" Odinwrath, wearing a black cloak, 

demanded of people in the village: "Were [sic] is my sister? ... Were (sic] is she? Tell me and I 

won't kill all of you." The story continued: "A small peasant stepped forward and said: ••she is 

in the fortress of light, sir.'' Odinwrath drew his sword and "stabed [sic] the small peasant threw 

[sic] the heart and then simply walked away from the body and left the village." 

A second, apparently related, composition then describes Odinwratb arriving at the 

gates of"paradice [sic], the entrance of the realm oflight.~~ .. [H]e looked at the sun with gread 
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[sic] and hatred .. •• "Odinwrath steped [sic] threw [sic] the gates ..... He en~;ounted [sic] a female . 
named "Odinruin." Odinruin asked ''what do you want brother?" " '.Your Jife, sister,' he replied 

with an evil glare." Odinwrath.attacked Odinruin and the two then engaged in a fierce sword 

battle. 

This story of an evil brother attempting to stab his good sister to death was 

rewritten abo~t three weeks before Stephanie Crowe's murder. This story is consistent with 

7 Joshua Treadway's statements about the Michael Crowe's hatred for his sister. (See Exhibit 8: 

8 Brother Killing Sister Computer Story.) 

9 I. Evidence in. Aaron Houser's Residence. 

10 On January 27, 1998, defendantHousers mother called the police regarding one of 

11 defendant Houser's knives missing. Apparently, Mrs. Houser instructed Aaron to check his knives 

12 because she heard that Stephanie Crowe was stabbed and she knew her son was "associated,. with 

13 Michael Crowe. 

14 Aaron Houser was' .ather nonchalant" when his mother asked him to account for his 

15 knives. She watched as he looked through his room and discovered the one knife missing. She 

16 immediately called the potice. It is not known what prompted Mrs. Houser to connect this missing 

17 knife to defendant Crowe and the murder of his sister. (See Exhibit 9: Report from Mrs. Houser 

18 About Aaron Houser's Missing Knife.) 

19 Prompted by Susan Houser's call, the Houser's house was searched the same night 

20 the Treadway house was searched, January 27. 

21 Poljce found a collection ofknives in Aaron Houser's bedroom. 

22 on· the desk in Aaron Houser's room there was an article about the death of 

23 Stephanie Crowe. Defendant Houser also had a pair ofblack gloves noted in Treadway's 

24 confession. Various cleaning solutions, including a bottle of hydrogen peroxide and Brasso, were 

25 found. Hydrogen peroxide takes out blood stains. 

26 The police also found the empty box to the "Best Defense" knife, considered the 

27 murder weapon, under a couch in defendant Houser's home. This was a location separate from the 

28 rest of Aaron Houser's knife and sword collection. 
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the bed before she pushed the comforter aside and struggled to get to the door. Thus, assuming the 

perpetrator left the scene after the stabbing (before the victim pushed the comforter asjde). a blood . . 
transfer was ~ik.ely. 

The Escondido Police Department retained Stephanie's bed, bedding and a floral 

print comforter. When examined there were nine penetrating cuts to the comforter, consistent with 

the nine stab wounds to her upper body. The penetrations were in the part of the comforter at the 

top of the bed. The cuts were grouped in a nine by ten inch area of the comforter. TI1e cut marks 

were consistent in size and shape with the suspected murder weapon, the ''Best Defense" knife. 

The comforter was apparently placed over Stephanie to control her, to prevent her from screaming, 

and to potentially prevent blood from getting on the assailant 

A crime scene reconstruction was done utilizing a mannequin of similar 

proportions to Stephanie Crowe as well as the victim's bed and comforter. The reconstruction 

showed that Stephanie rolle.d at least one time onder the comforter in order to receive all the stab 

wounds. Despite her rolling, the comforter would have had to remain stationary to maintain the 

small grouping pattern of the knif(; cuts found in the comforter. The reconstruction concluded: 

"A single assailant would be unable to hoJ.d thr comforter stable enough to focus all the stabbing 

in the nine by ten inch area, while the victim rolled under the bedspread." The expert deduced 

that more than one person was involved. (See Exhibit 11: Blood Spatter and Crime Scene 

Reconstruction Reports.) 

This evidence was consistent with defendant Treadway's confession. 

3. Hair Analysis. 

The San Diego Police Department Crime Laboratory compared the hairs found in 

the hand of the victim with hairs from the victim and from Michael Crowe. There were animal and 

human hairs in both of Stephanie's hands. There were five human hairS with ro01s, suitable for 

comparison. in the victim's left hand. Two of these were rnictoscopicaUy similar. to ~e victim's 

own hair. One was similar to both the victim and defendant Michael Crowe but more similar to 

defendant Crowe. The other two were not similar to any submitted samples. Some of the hair 

samples proved to be animal hair. The hair found in the victim's hand was sent to the SERI, a 
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DNA laboratory, for testing. 

.. The analysis of the crime scene was consistent v..ith the hair being picked up from . . 

the floor by Stephanie while she was crawling for the door just before she died. · 

Richard Tuite was excluded by DNA analysis as the source of any hair in Stephanie 

Crowe's hands. 

· 4. Hand"riting Analysis. 

Written on the window sill inside Stephanie Crowe's bedroom were the words "kill 

kiU'' in lower case letters. The words were written in pencil in small writing consistent with 

regular writing on a piece of paper. Handwriting examples were obtained for defendants Crowe, 

Treadway and Houser. Although the words "kill kill" provided only a limited basis for 

comparison, the block: lettering was found by handwriting experts to be consistent with Michael 

Crowe's block letter writing. (See Exhibit 12: Handwriting Expert Report.) Richard Tuite 

provided a handwriting sample which was not consistent with the words found on Stephanie 

Crowe's window sill. 

The words '~kiu kill" have obvious significance when discovered next to a recently 

murdered victim. The investigation revealed that the words have additional significance 

according to an expert in games such as "Dungeons and Dragons." The wo~d "kiW' is a term of 

art in tha! game as players refer to ~~making a kill, or scoring a ukill point." Also if more than 

one player kills the target, each could score a kill point. The scoring is atso traditionally done in 

pencil for the game. Defendants Crowe, Treadway anc Houser were known to play this game. 

L. The FBI Analysis Concluded the Crime Scene Was "'rganized." 

The Federal Bureau oflnvestigation's National Center for the Analysis of Violent 

Crime at the FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia, conducted an independent analysis of the 

homicide of Stephanie Crowe. The purpose of the analysis was to behaviorally asse~s the 

overall condition of the crime scene. The assessment factored in "the entry into the_victim's 

home, the level of familiarity, comfort and knowledge with the victim's home and bedroom, the 

high risk nature of the crime for the person or perso~ responsible, the amount of control 

exercised over the victim, the victimology and the specific targeting of the victim, the location of 
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2 and the lack of obvious motive," among other factors. This unit of the FBI has considerable · 
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experience both nationally and internationally investigating unsolved crimes an over the world. 

·The FBI concluded that the Crowe house was "predominately an organized crime 

scene." The FBI explained that the crime scene "indicates there was a familiarity, comfort and . 

knowledge of the victim's residence~ especially in view ofthe non-disruptive manner in which 

the home and victim's bedroom were accessed." The FBI also found: 

"The murder scene, or the victim's bedroom, also suggests familiarity, comfort and 
knowledge of the room's physical layout. ... This familiarity, comfort and 
knowledge of the entire house and victim's bedroom was a major factor in bow 
this victim was successfully targeted, rather than another family member, and 
stabbed repeatedly without alerting other family members." 

The FBI concluded: "The victim was specifically targeted." The FBI explained: 

"This was a controlled assault and a controlled scene. The stabbing appears 
focused and deliberate and ~irected at a specific region of the victim's body. This 
is indicated by the location of the injuries to the victim (face, neck, chest and back 
of the right shoulder, and the corresponJing damage to a very small section of the 
quilt from the victim's bed." 

The FBI stated: 

"There is no indication of any loss of emotional control at this scene. · The stabbing 
was not frenzied. random or excessive.... There is no forensic evidence ... to 
suggest there was any struggle or escalation of violence.... There is no ··- forensic 
evidence of defensive injuries." 

22 The FBI concluded" ... the primary intent was the murder of the victim, and the avoidance of 

23 apprehension." Finally. the FBI concluded: "A certain degree of planning is evidenced in all 

24 three phases of this crime, pre-offense phase, the crime itself, and the post-offense phase .... 

25 (TJhe scene was controlled and carefully managed .... " (See Exhibit 13: FBI Violent Crime Scene 

26 Analysis Report.) 

27 This FBI. analysis also matches defendant Treadway's confession. 

2& /Ill 
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PART II 

THE INITIAL INVESTIGATION OF RICHARD TU.ITE 
·AS A POTENTIAL SUSPECT. 

Another suspect was considered and investigat~d in the Stephanie Crowe murder, a 

local transient named Richard Tuite. The following is a synopsis of facts relevant to Richard 

Tuite as developed during the course of the investigation. 

A. Tuite's Activities Near the Time oftbe Murder. 

While police officers where at the Crowe crime scene on January 21, 1998, two 

persons residing_ in the general area of the Crowe home, Patrick Green and Dawn Dexter, 

reported to officers that there had been a suspicious .. transient" person on their respective 

properties the evening of January 20. 

Consequently, on the day of the murder, January 21, the investigators composed a 

photographic line-up, including the photograph of Richard Tuite. Detectives canvassed the area 

of the homicide and COJltaCted neighboring houses for any information about the transient 

A synopsis of the ~~dtements of witnesses who ~ad contact with Richard Tuite on 

the evening of January 20 established: 

Between 7:00 and 7:50p.m. on the evening of January 20, Tuite knocked on the 

door ofDanette Mogelinski who resided across from the Crowes. Mogelinski said to '"come in." 

Tuite opened the door and asked if"Tracy" was home. Mogelinski replied that ''Tracy'' did not 

live there any longer. Tuite asked ifMogelinsk.i knew how he could reach "Tracy., and 

Mogelinski replied that she did not. Tuite then shut the door, only to reopen it a few seconds 

later and again ask for "Tracy." Mogelinski again told Tuite that «Tracy" was not there, at 

wruch point Tuite said to '<tell her Richard stopped by" and left. 

At 7:50 p .m. the same evening, Sheldon Homa, Sr. saw Tuite walk by his window. 

Homa confronted Tuite in front ofhis residence and asked him what he was doing. Tuite replied 

that he was looking for his girlfriend "Tracy." Homa suggested that Tuite check the neighboring 

property of Ramblewood Ranch. When Tuite replied that be had just come from there, Homa. 

told him to leave the property. Homa last saw Tuite headed west bound on Valley Center Road 
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toward Lake Wohlford Road. Homa described Tuite as wearing a red long-sleeved s~irt and -

tom-up jeans. 

The same evening of January 20, at around 9:20 p.m., Tuite k.no~ked on the door 

of Patrick and Misty Green's trailer located on the property adjacent to the Crowe's house. 

Tuite identified himself as "Richard, and asked to see their daughter. Tuite mentioned the 

person he was looking for name, but Patrick Green could not remember the name. Green told 

Tuite he had the wrong house. Tuite then left for the main house on the property, which is the 

residen~e of Pastor Gary West 

Pastor West answered a knock on his front door. Tuite was there and told West 

that he was looking for a girl. West replied that there was no girl at ~s house and told him to go 

away anC: not to come back. Tuite left and was last seen walking down the driveway from 

West's home. 

Pastor West report"d a suspicious person in the area to the police. Officer Walters 

responded at 9:37 p.m. and reported that he did not see or hear anything unusual. Officer 

Walters did report seeing the lights on at the Crowe house and that the door next to the garage 

had just closed. 

On January 21, Tuite was contacred three times by police.· Tuite was still in the · 

same general area engaged in similar activity as the evening before ofknocking on doors, 

identifying himself with his true·name and looking for his friend "Tracy." 

The morning ofJanuary 21, at 8:21a.m. (less than two hours after Stephanie's 

body was discovered), Tuite followed Lee Dremin to the door of her apartment complex on 

Citrus Drive in Escondido. Dremin let herself into her apartment and shut the door ~ehind her, 

at which point Tuite began knocking. Tuite did not try to push his way in behind her. Dremin 

called the police. Tuite continued to knock and said through the door that he was looking for 

someone and gave a name. Tuite then followed Dremin•s neighbor, Sandra Freitas, to her door 

as she returned from dropping her daughter off at school. Tuite again expressed that he was 

looking for someone. Freitas' husband, Darry~ came to the door and told Tuite to leave, which 

Tu;te did. Tuite never entered or attempted to enter either apartment. 
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1 While st ill in the same apartment complex, Tuite locked bimselfin the complex's 

4 laundty room, thereby inspiring another call to the police. Officer Huston responded and 

3 removed Tuite from the laundry room without incident. Officer Huston searched ·Tuite arid 

4 found no weapons or contraband. Officer Huston's field investigation report noted that Tuite 

5 was wearing a red shirt and tom jeans, the same Clothing as described by the officers who 

6 contacted Tuite previously on January 19 and 20, and as described by the reporting citizens who 

· 7 saw him on the evening of January 20 . 

8 About two hours later, at 10:28 a.m., police officers contacted Tuite again loitering 

9 in back of a Ralph's supermarket. Tuite was described as cooperative. Tuite was searched for 

10 the second time and again he had no weapons or contraband. Officer Martin who contacted 

11 Tuite at this time had been at the Crowe crime scene earlier that morning. 

12 Later that same day,just before 7:00p.m., detectives investigating the Crowe 

13 murder were following up on Richard Tuite and learned that Tuite was panhandling at a 

14 laundromat at Midway and Valley Parkway. Detectives saw Tuite standing at the west end of 

15 the Lucky supermarket where he appeared k· be loitering and waiting to panhandle from 

16 customers. Tuite was wearing the same red shirt and tom jeans as described by witnesses and 

17 police on January 19,20 and 21. 

18 Detective Sweeney told Tuite that he was investigating a serious crime that 

19 occurred in the area of east Escondido and that he would like to take Tuite to the Escondido 

20 Police Station to process him for possible evidence of the crime. Detective Sweeney told Tuite 

21 that he would like to take hair samples, finger nail clippings, photographs, and clothing. from 
. 

22 him. Tuite voluntarily agreed to go to the police station. Once at the Escondido Pol~ce 

23 Department, officers took photographs of Tuite, including full body nude photographs, and they 

24 took his clothing which consisted of a white T -shirt a red long-sleeved shirt, black jeans and 

25 athletic shoes. The clothing matched the description given ofTuite's clothing on Ja,nu.ary 19, 20 

26 and 21. Hair samples from Tuite's head hair and beard were obtained, as wei'C? fingernail 

27 clippings, hand swabs and other physical evidence from Tuite's person. Officer Christensen, 

28 who along with Detective Sweeney had been at the Crowe crime scene earlier that day, 
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1 processed Tuite. 

2 . .Jn his interview with Detective Sweeney, Tuite said that be had gone to several 

3 houses looking for an ex-friend ofhis named "Tracy," but he said he left the area when he could 

4 not find her. He said that he had talked to some of the residents, asking them if anyone had seen 

5 ''Tracy." When asked if he went inside any of the houses. Tuite replied ~hat he was certain that 

6 he had not. The statements made by Tuite to· Detective Sweeney where consistent with the 

7 observations of witnesses on the evening of January 20. After the interview and evidence 

8 processing, Tuite left the police station, but he did not flee the area. 

9 Instead, on January 22, Tuite was again knocking on doors in an apartment 

10 complex loo~g for "Tracy." Tuite was asked to leave by the manager of the complex, but he 

ll only made it as far the front lawn where he fell asleep. The manager reported thai Tuite did not 

U give him any problems and that he called the police because he recognized Tuite's picture from 

13 the newspaper. A police officer ~i.Jlltacted Tuite as he was walking away from the complex and 

14 conducted a search which failed to tum up any weapons or contraband. 

1 S Later that evening, on January 22. Tuite was again contacted by Escondido police 

l6 and asked to give additional evidence, specifically fingerprints. Tuite was cooperative, saying, 

17 "Sure, I don't care. I want to help you guys out." 

18 ln addition to these events, Tuite was also contacted several times in the days 

19 immediately preceding the Crowe murder including the day of the murder. On January 20, at 

20 7:30am., Tuite was contacted while wandering around several mall shops and stores. He was 

21 cooperative when searched and no weapons or contraband were found. Tuite was also searched 

22 as a result of contacts made on January 17, 18 and 19. In each instance Tuite was 

23 cooperative and the searches were unproductive of any weapons or other C1>ntraband including 

24 burglary or pry rools. 

25 On January 25, within days after being interviewed by police and givipg evidence 

26 in the Crowe case, Tuite was reported banging around a hotel parking lot and l<loking into car 

27 windows. Upon being contacted by a police officer, Tuite stated that he was waiting for a friend 

28 to let him inside the hotel. When asked if he knew anyone staying at the hotel, Tuite replied that 
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. 
he thought the "family of the kid who got killed" was there. Tuite immediately left the lot after 

the field interview. Th~ officer subsequently learned that the Crowe family was.not staying at 

that hotel. 

Tuite has several other incidents where he was knocking on doors looking for 

someone. On January 27, someone matching Tuite's description and who identified himself as 

"Richard" was at an elderly woman's front door, reportedly refusing to leave. When police 

responded to the scene four minutes later, however, this person was gone. On February 17, 

Tuite was reported knoc~g insistently on Patsy Walker's front door. Walker asked what he 

wanted and Tuite told her that he was looking for "Tracy." Walker called the police after Tuite 

headed for a side door and began pounding on that door. An officer contacted him a few 

minutes later on the street. The officer reported that Tuite seemed disoriented, but he was non

violent and cooperative. 

Richard Tuite is a 28-year-old white male, reported as 5'6" or 5'7" taU, weighing 

12p to 140 pounds. "Tracy" is Tracy Chaffin, a 26-year-old female and former resident of the 

neighborhood in which the Crowe family 1iVtd at the time of the murder. She and Tuite were 

friends. She·began to lose regular contact with him around 1993 or 1994. Chaffin reported fuat 

Tuite periodically visited her grandparents looking for her. He woul~ show up at her neighbors' 

looking for her. According to Cbaffm, Tuite has never been. violent with her and she has never 

seen him violent. When she spent time with him and would tell him to leave, he would leave. In 

1996, Tuite visited her and wanted to talk with her. Her husband asked him to leave, which he 

did without incident. 

Tuite's activities for the days before, during, and after the murder of Stephanie 

Crowe reveal a consistent pattern of conduct of making himself extremely obvious by knocking 

loudly on doors, identitying himself by his true name "Richard," and asking for his friend Tracy 

who used to live in that general area of Escondido. There is no evidence of any attempt by Tuite 

to flee the area after the murder. Instead, when Tuite was contacted by police three times on the 

day that Stephanie's body was discovered he was wearing the same clothing and continuing with 

the same activity. In that time period, there was no reported attempt by Tuite to sneak into any 
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1 home or any violent behavior towards any person . 

. 2 B. Tuite's Criminal Convictions. 
' 

3 Tuite has sevetal criminal convictions. As of January 21, 1998, the date of 

4 Stephanie's murder, the only felony convictions that Tuite suffered had occurred eight years 

5 earlier for felony auto theft. He also had misdemeanor conviclions for under the influence of 

6 drugs and vandalism. Since the date of the murder, Tuite has suffered another felony conviction 

7 for attempted burglary of an unoccupied tra!fer home and a misdemeanor child annoying that did 

8 not involve any touching. His convictions in essence can be summed up as follows: 

9 l. Felony auto theft (V eb. Code, § 1 0851} and evading an officer (V eh. Code, 

10 § 2800.2), based on thr~e separate incidents that occurred in 1989 and 1990: It appears that in all 

ll three cases, the vehicles were taken in broad daylight when the keys were left either in the 

12 . ignition or in the car. The vehicles were all recovered within hours of being stolen and in each 

13 case there ·was strong evidence tc. ~onnect Tuite to the crime, including eyewitnesses, shoe prints 

14 and property missing from the vehicles found in Tuite's possession. 

15 2. Misdemeanor child annoyance:· On February 12, 1998, Tuite was on a bus 

16 seated near two young girls, ages 12 and 13, who were riding on the bus with the 12 year-o!d's 

17 mother. Tuite was constantly looking back at them out of the comer of his eye. He followed 

18 them when they transferred buses and continued to stare at them on the next bus ride, causing the 

19 girls to put their jackets over their heads. At one point he asked the mother if the girls were her 

20 daughters and she replied that they were. Tuite got off at the same stop as the girls and the 

21 mother. The girls walked quickly to their apartment while 1he mother went to the supermarket to 

22 get a drink. The girls went inside the apartment, then came -:ut of the apartment to look for the 

23 mother. The girls met up with a friend and started walking with her. Tuite came up to the three 

24 of them in the apartment complex. The friend told Tuite to leave the girls alone and then left. 

25 As the girls walked away, Tuite said to them "come here, I want to have sex with y~u,, and 

26 "please., Tracy, come here." Tuite did not follow the girls as they walked away from him or 

27 physically touch them in any way. 

28 3. Attempted burglary: On March 11, 1998, Tuite was observed in a trailer park 
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knocking on trailer doors and trying to open them with his bands when no one answc:red. At one 

trailer he was able to open the door and enter. Five minutes later he exited the trailer. A second 

witness observed Tt~ite a few minutes later trying to break into another ·empty ~aiJer by prying 

open a window with a black plastic fish. Tuite was immediat.ely arrested after this witness 

confronted Tuite and told him to sit down while the witness called the police. Tuite showed the 

officer where he had dropped the plastic fish. Tuite did not possess any weapons or stolen 

property . 

4. Tuite also has convictions for vioiations of Health. and Safety Code sections 

11377 and 11550, and for vandalism. 

C. Characteristics of Tuite. 

Richard Tuite has a long history of mental evatuations. Psychiatrists and 

psychologists have diagnosed him primarily as suffering from "Schizophrenia, Undiffer~tiated 

Type, Chronic,'' and also "Polysubstance Dependence by History." Tuite's 1990 and 1998 

mental evaluations have the same diagnosis. His history is replete with referrals for evaluations 

of mental competency including a mental competency examination dated August of 1998. 

Mental health experts have found him to not be competent to continue with criminal proceedings 

at various times. Mental health reports describe Tuite as requiring a "great deal of focusing," 

"quite disorganized and distracted." In 1998, Tuite was referred for appointment of a 

conservator due to his· inability to care for himself. 

D. Tuite's Confession. 

After the heavy publicity regarding Richard Tuite and the new DNA evidence, 

two inmates have claimed to have inf.ormation about Richard Tuite. On January 26, .1999, over a 

year after Stephanie's murder, one inmate told the defense that he recalled that he picked up 

Tuite about a year earlier and that Tuite bled all over his car. As described previously, Tuite was 

physically examined and photographed by police after the murder and be had no cu~ consistent 

with heavy bleeding nor ~as there Tuite blood at the crime scene. It should also be noted that 

this inmate had previously called with information that proved false about another high profile 

case, the Brandon Wilson murder {the high publicity case involving the murder of a 9 year-old 
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boy in Oceanside.) This inmate refused to repeat his information about Tuite to law enforcement 

investigators. 

the other i~triate told police in February of 1999 that Tuite confessed to the· 

Stephanie Crowe's murder to him several months earlier. This inmate is currently serving 85-

years-to-life for a series of residential burglaries. He has told police that he would be willing to 

testify to that story if70 years· can be taken offbis sentence and he could be assured he would be 

housed locally at Donovan State Prison rather than the higher se~urity prison where he is due to 

be relocated. 

PART ill 

NEW DNA EVIDENCE 

On Apri128, 1998, Escondido Police Department Criminalist George Durgin 

conducted an extensive examination of.Richard Tuite' s impounded clothing. On that same date 

clothing of defendants Crowe, Treadway and Houser was also examined using similar 

methodology. The examination of the clothing was documented in both written records and 

photographs taken at the time of the examinanon. A consultant named Robert Cheeseman 

assisted with the application of :fluorescein. Cheeseman is a former director of the Serology 

section of the Department of Defense and is the "father'' of the fluorescein procedure. 

Fluorescein is a presumptive blood test. 

During the examination of Tuite's clothing on April28, Criminalist Durgin noted 

visible blood stains on Tuite's white T-shirt. Two days later, on April30, the white T-shirt was 

sent to SERl, a DNA laboratory, for comparison with Stephanie Crowe,s blood. The results 

from SERI showed that Stephanie Crowe was excluded as a somce of the blood on the white T

shirt. Instead, this blood was consistent with Tuite's own blood. It appeared that the blood 

stains came from sores on Tuite's own body. At the same time, using a known sample of Tuite's 

blood, SERI laboratory revealed that Tuite was not the source oftwo hairs in Stephanie's hand 

and that he was not the source of any blood in Stephanie's room or on Stephanie's body. 

Tuite's filthy red long·sleeved shirt was visually inspected by Criminalist Durgin 

and no visible blood stains were noted. Next, Durgin exami11ed the red shirt using a high 
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• 
intensity light source and yellow/orange goggles intended to highlight any blood stains. No 

blood stains. were observed . . Third, the red shirt was sprayed with fluorescein in order to conduct 

a presumptive test for blood. The test was·negative for'bJood. Based on the three step 

examination process conducted by Criminalist Durgin, in consultation with Mr. Cheeseman, the 

conclusion of the examination was that the red shirt did not have any blood stains. Therefore, no 

~er examination was conducted at that time. 

Tuite's black jeans and shoes were also examined using the same three step 

process. It was concluded these items were also negative for blood. 

On October 27, 1998, Tuite's red long-sleeved shirt. pants ·and shoes were sent for 

examination by another laboratory called Forensic Science Associates (FSA) beaded by Mr. Ed 

Blake. The items were sent at the request of the defense with the agreement of the People. It 

was a joint request for exarninatbn with the defense and the People sharing the costs of.any 

examination. 

On January 13, 1999, jury selection had commenced in the trial of defendant 

Joshua Treadway, but a jury had not yet been sworn. 

On January 14, 1999, at around 5:00p.m., Ed Blake of the FSA laboratory 

, infonned the People he had DNA results that showed three minute spots of blood. each less than 

three millimeters in diameter, found on Tuite's heavily soiled red long-sleeved shirt were 

presumptive blood which genetically matched Stephanie Crowe's known blood. 

On January 15, 1999, the People requested a continuance in th~ trial to March 4, 

1999, which was unopposed hy the defense, in order to obtain the report of Ed Blake's testing, 

his underlying notes and data, and to conduct a preliminary assessment of this new and 

surprising evidence. The Coun granted this request and discharged the jury pooL 

Since January 15, 1999, the People have continued gathering infonnation with 

regard to this new DNA evidence. The report by Ed Blake and the underlying notes and data 

were carefully reviewed and appear to be facially· accurate. (See Exhibit 14: DNA Report.) The 

criminalist's photographs of the red shirt taken on April28, 1999 were enhanced by an expert 

photographer utilizing a digital computer and the enhanced photographs show some of the same 
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stains that were significant in Ed Blake's analysis. 

· Many theories have been proposed to account for the DNA eviden~e discovered on 

Tuite's shirt. Each of several theories are under investigation including: 

( 1) Richard Tuite murdered Stephanie Crowe. 

(2) Tuite's red shirt was contaminated by equipment used at the bloody crime 
scene. 

(3} Tuite's red shirt was contaminated by contact with officera at the crime scene. 

(4) Tuite came in contact with defendants Treadway, Crowe and Houser. 

(5) Tuite came in contact with potential bloody items discarded by defendants. 

(6) Tuite came in contact with potential bloody items from the crime scene. 

To date, however, no clear explanation h~ emP.rged, prompting the current motion. 

Only a thorough investigation can yield a clear explanation for the contradictory 

evidence in this case. Like a Sir Conan Doyle mystery, this case has had many unusual twists and 

turns. To solve the present mystery law enforcement must know all the facts. In addressing the 

dilemma of contradictory evidence, the appellate comt in Aguimotang v. California State Lottery 

(1991) 234 CaLApp.3d 769. at page 803. aptly quoted from a Conan Doyle story: 

"The situation is like that encountered by Sherlock Holmes, when he examined a 
note ::hat was ui:tdaterl, and without either signature or address. Asked by Dr. 
Watson what the note meant, Holmes responded, 'I have no data yet It is a capital 
mistake to theorise before one has data. Insensibly one begins to twist facts to suit 
theories instead of theories io suit facts.' (Doyle, A Scandal in Bohemia, in l Baring
Gould, the Ann. Sherlock Holmes (2d ed 1970) pp. 350-351." 

This motion is motivated by the considered judgment of the District Attorney's 

Office that dismissal is appropriat~ to facilitate the continuing investigation of this case. 

If this motion is granted, the People intend to make an oral motion to also dismiss 

the case against codefendanCs Crowe and Houser. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated, it is respectfully submitted that the Court grant the· People's · 

motion to dismiss pursuant to Penal Code section 1385. 

Dated: 

By: 
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RespectfuJJy submitted, 

PAUL J. PFINGST 
District Attorney_ 
SUMMER S. STEPHAN 
Deputy District Attorney 

( • - ~ 

C~ISHER 
Deputy District Attorney 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 




